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Electrolyte-Gated Transistors with Polymer-Wrapped Carbon Nanotube Net-

works for Bioelectronics and Brain-Inspired Computing — Networks of polymer-

sorted semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) exhibit ideal properties for

electrolyte-gated transistors, such as high charge carrier mobilities and a porous morphology.

In combination with many electrolytes, such as ionic liquids, the porosity enables volumetric

charge accumulation in these networks, comparable to ion-permeable polymers in electro-

chemical transistors (ECTs). However, the performance of polymer-wrapped SWNTs in

water-gated transistors, which are an important component of bioelectronics, is limited by

the hydrophobicity of commonly used wrapping-polymers. This limitation is overcome within

this thesis by exchanging the hydrophobic wrapping-polymer with an equivalent polymer that

features hydrophilic oligoethylene glycol side chains. High performance water-gated tran-

sistors with large volumetric capacitances are demonstrated, employing aerosol-jet printed

hydrophilic polymer/SWNT hybrids. Furthermore, slow ionc motion in ion-gel-gated dense

SWNT networks is studied and implemented as an approach to create artificial synapses,

which show promising behavior for the development of neuromorphic devices. The prop-

erties of the presented prototypes suggest that future device generations should contain a

mixed network of semiconducting and metallic SWNTs as the gating material and avoid all

parasitic capacitances by passivation in order to obtain non-volatile device operation. These

findings expand the applicability of solution processed SWNT networks for bioelectronics

and brain-inspired computing.





Elektrolytgesteuerte Transistoren mit polymer-umwickelten Kohlenstoffnano-

röhrchen für die Bioelektronik und gehirn-inspiriertes Rechnen — Netzwerke aus

polymer-sortierten, halbleitenden einwandigen Kohlenstoffnanoröhrchen (engl. Single-Walled

Carbon Nanotubes, SWNTs) weisen ideale Eigenschaften für elektrolytgesteuerte Transis-

toren auf, wie zum Beispiel hohe Ladungsträgermobilitäten und eine poröse Morphologie. In

Kombination mit vielen Elektrolyten, wie ionischen Flüssigkeiten, ermöglicht die Porosität

dieser Netzwerke eine volumetrische Ladungsakkumulation, vergleichbar zu ionendurchläs-

sigen Polymeren in elektrochemischen Transistoren (ECTs). Die Leistung von polymer-

umwickelten SWNTs in wassergesteuerten Transistoren, die die Basis der Bioelektronik

darstellen, ist jedoch durch die Hydrophobie der gebräuchlichsten Wickel-polymere limitiert.

Diese Limitierung wird in dieser Thesis durch das Austauschen des hydrophoben Wickel-

polymers mit einem äquivalenten Polymer, das hydrophile Oligoethylenglycol-Seitenketten

aufweist, überwunden. Leistungsfähige wassergesteuerte Transistoren mit aerosolstrahlge-

druckten hydrophilen Polymer/SWNT-Hybriden mit großen volumetrischen Kapazi-täten

werden demonstriert. Weiterhin wird die langsame Ionenbewegung in Ionen-Gel-gesteuerten

dichten SWNT-Netzwerken untersucht und als Ansatz zur Herstellung von künstlichen Synapsen

implementiert, die vielversprechendes Verhalten für die Entwicklung von neuromorphen

Bauteilen zeigen. Die Eigenschaften der präsentierten Prototypen deuten darauf hin, dass

zukünftige Bauteilgenerationen gemischte Netzwerke aus halbleitenden und metallischen

SWNTs als Gating-Material beinhalten sollten, und dass das Entstehen von jeglichen para-

sitären Kapazitäten durch Passivierung verhindert werden sollte, um nicht-volatilen Bauteil-

betrieb zu erzielen. Diese Ergebnisse erweitern die Anwendbarkeit von lösungsprozessierten

SWNT-Netzwerken für die Bioelektronik und für das gehirn-inspirierte Rechnen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technological advances in the electronics and semiconductor industry has been dominated

by optimizing and miniaturizing conventional silicon circuits for decades, (1) with the demand

for single crystalline silicon growing to date. Meanwhile, the need for alternative semiconduc-

tors is driven by novel applications where mechanical flexibility, biocompatibility, or specific

optical properties are required, for example for transparent electronics. Especially cheap

semiconductors that can be solution processed on a large scale and at low temperatures are

desired and can be found in polymers, (2) small molecules (3) or nanomaterials. (4)

One of the most promising nanomaterials studied extensively over the past decades are

single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). Their cylindrical, tube-like arrangement of car-

bon atoms, with diameters of a few nanometers and lengths of a few micrometers, gives rise

to exceptional charge transport properties, high tensile strength and chemical stability. (5)

Harnessing this almost perfect set of properties for real-world applications, however, remains

a technological challenge. A fundamental issue is the statistically mixed synthesis of metallic

(33 %) and semiconducting (67 %) nanotube species in every production process. Decades

of research have addressed this problem and several post-synthesis purification and sorting

methods have been established. (6) One of the most successful sorting methods is selective

polymer-wrapping with conjugated polymers, yielding up to monochiral semiconducting nan-

otube dispersions in organic solvents. (7) These purified dispersions can be solution processed,

for example via printing techniques to form SWNT networks. (8) Using such SWNT networks

has led to many reports of high-performance field-effect transistors utilizing various device

architectures (also electrolyte-gated and on flexible substrates) (9,10) and even to the realiza-
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Introduction

tion of a 16-bit microprocessor. (11)

While providing purified semiconducting SWNT dispersions for high quality (opto)electronic

devices, the polymer-wrapping technique introduces the respective conjugated polymer as

an additional parameter. The influence of the polymer onto the SWNT networks in terms

of charge transport or charge injection, as well as the impact onto other components in a

system, for example an electrolyte, have to be considered. (12) Although polymer-wrapped

SWNT networks were successfully employed as a semiconductor for the development of

sensing applications in aqueous electrolytes (biosensing), (13–15) their performance was al-

ways inferior to alternative materials. (16) The main reason for this is the hydrophobicity of

commonly used wrapping-polymers, which prevents the full hydration of SWNT networks

and leads to inefficient gating.

In general, SWNT films are highly suitable for electrolyte-gated applications due to their

porous morphology, which has been demonstrated in combination with ionic liquids or ion-

gels in various reports. (10,17) An emerging research field where the excellent material prop-

erties of SWNTs and the ion dynamics in electrolyte-gated networks of them could excel

is neuromorphic computing and the development of artificial synapses. (18,19) Currently, this

new topic is headed by electrochemical transistors with conductive polymers, however many

materials and approaches are under investigation, each offering different benefits. (20,21)

In this work, the limitations of polymer-wrapped SWNT networks in transistors with aque-

ous electrolytes are overcome by attaching hydrophilic side chains onto the SWNTs by the

exchange of the wrapping-polymer. By this means, polymer-wrapped SWNTs are shown

to be a viable alternative to other active materials for bioelectronic components. More-

over, artificial synapses based on the slow ion diffusion in dense SWNT networks, capable

of emulating typical synaptic mechanisms, are demonstrated. This device concept is further

evaluated for the application in neuromorphic computing and first development steps into

this direction are presented.

In the following, the structure of this thesis is outlined:

Chapter 2 explains the theoretical principles and gives an overview of the current research

state relevant for the findings in this work. The structure of SWNTs as well as their electronic

and optical properties are summarized and purification and functionalization techniques are

2



introduced. The working principles of unipolar and ambipolar field-effect transistors are

described and the specific properties of SWNT network transistors and electrochemical tran-

sistors are highlighted. The last part of this chapter gives a brief overview of the components

and mechanisms in the human brain and introduces the concepts of artificial synapses and

neuromorphic devices from the field of brain-inspired computing.

Chapter 3 contains all details about the employed materials, sample preparation and char-

acterization techniques, with the emphasis on aerosol-jet printing and spray-coating.

Chapter 4 demonstrates highly efficient water-gated electrochemical transistors through

the functionalization of polymer-wrapped (6,5) SWNTs with hydrophilic ethylene glycole

side chains. The functionalization is achieved non-covalently by exchanging the wrapping-

polymer with the corresponding side chain. The impact of the hydrophilicity on the water-

gating efficiency is studied by in situ photoluminescence spectroscopy under bias. Electro-

chemical transistors with networks of functionalized and reference SWNTs are characterized

and compared to state-of-the-art materials.

In chapter 5 the slow ion diffusion in thick and dense SWNT networks is investigated and

employed to fabricate artificial synapses. Biological computation and learning mechanisms

such as short-term and long-term plasticity as well as spike-timing-dependent plasticity are

observed. Finally, a controlled potentiation and depression of the synapses is shown when

operated with optimized voltage pulses and the viability and remaining challenges for the

use as neuromorphic device is discussed.

The final chapter 6 summarizes the achievements of this dissertation and discusses the open

questions that could be the subject of future research.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter discusses the fundamental prop-

erties of SWNTs, the functionality of field-

effect transistors and in particular electro-

chemical transistors and introduces the basic

principles of brain-inspired computing.
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Background

2.1 Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

Covering the full range of low-dimensionality, nanocarbon allotropes have been investi-

gated in great detail over the last decades, not only to research quantum effects in dif-

ferent degrees of quantum confinement but also for their application in (opto)electronic

devices. (22) From zero-dimensional fullerenes, (23) to one-dimensional carbon nanotubes (24)

and two-dimensional graphene, (25) all three types of nanomaterials are composed of solely

sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. The highly ordered and periodic carbon lattices lead to as-

tounding mechanical but also electrical and optical properties, that are highly desirable for

many applications. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in contrast to multi-walled

carbon nanotubes, which are concentrical stacks of single-walled carbon nanotubes, feature

well-defined optical and electronic transitions and are thus of greater interest in research. In

the following sections, the structure of SWNTs and the implications for their electronic and

optical features are elaborated. Furthermore, polymer-wrapping as highly efficient purifica-

tion method to obtain selective semiconducting (6,5) SWNTs is explained and in connection

to that, polymer exchange is discussed as an efficient, non-covalent functionalization tech-

nique.

2.1.1 Structural Properties

Sharing the same hexagonal carbon lattice, graphene sheets and carbon nanotubes are very

similar in terms of their exceptional mechanical strength, high charge carrier mobilities

along the lattice and their vibrational modes. (26,27) Therefore, a straight forward structural

description of SWNTs is based on the concept of rolling up a graphene sheet as illustrated

in Figure 2.1. While graphene itself has no bandgap, the periodic boundary conditions for

electronic wavefunctions along the lattice change drastically depending on the roll-up angle

and diameter of the resulting nanotube, leading to metallic but also semiconducting SWNT

species. Defined as the linear combination of the two unit vectors of the carbon bravais

lattice a1 = a

2 · (
√

3, 1) and a2 = a

2 · (
√

3, −1), with a lattice constant of a = 0.246 nm, (28)

the chirality vector Ch – also termed roll-up vector – defines the nanotube circumference:

Ch = n · a1 + m · a2 (2.1)

6



2.1 Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

Figure 2.1: Structural description of SWNTs based on the roll-up formalism of graphene a)
Hexagonal graphene lattice with the definition of the chiral vectors and the rolling direction
for a (6,5) SWNT. b) Frontal view of a zigzag (10,0), a chiral (6,5) and an armchair (8,8)
SWNT.

The two integers (n,m) are called chiral indices, giving the different SWNT species their

unique name or chirality. Expressed by the chiral indices, the diameter dt is given by

dt = |Ch|
π

= a

π

√
n2 + nm + m2 (2.2)

and the chiral angle α, spanning between a1 and Ch, is given by

cos α = 2n + m

2
√

n2 + nm + m2
. (2.3)

SWNTs are divided into achiral and chiral species, where the two achiral cases with m = 0

(α = 0◦) and m = n (α = 30◦) are called zigzag SWNTs and armchair SWNTs, respectively.

All other cases (0◦ < α < 30◦) are referred to as chiral. Typically, diameters of SWNTs range

between (0.5–3 nm), while tube lengths of microns up to centimeters are possible, (29) depend-

ing on the method of synthesis. Due to the large aspect ratio, SWNTs are approximated

and modeled as one dimensional and infinitely long.

2.1.2 Electronic and Optical Properties

Similarly to the structural properties, the electronic properties of SWNTs can be derived

from a virtually rolled up graphene sheet. The band structure of graphene is commonly
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derived using the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model. (30) As already touched upon, the

additional periodic boundary conditions in cylindrical SWNTs, restrict the possible wave

functions of graphene, such that only the following discrete wave vectors are allowed (zone-

folding approximation), (28,31)

|Kc|j = 2π

|Ch|
j, (2.4)

where |Kc| denotes the wave vector in circumferential direction and j being an integer,

ranging from zero to the maximum number of carbon hexagons per unit cell.

Figure 2.2: Density of states calculation following the zone-folding formalism for semicon-
ducting (6,5) SWNTs (top, red) and metallic (6,6) SWNTs (bottom, blue). a) Schematic
illustration of the allowed wave vectors as cuts (dashed lines) through the Brillouine zone of
graphene and its symmetry points. Note that the spacing between the lines and their length
depends on the chirality and is not to scale. b) Resulting DOS distribution with allowed
optical transitions (E11 and E22). All occupied states are colored, highlighting the formation
of a bandgap for the semiconduting (6,5) SWNTs and the nonzero density of states of the
metallic (6,6) SWNT at the Fermi energy. The data was taken from reference 32.

In reciprocal space, these discrete wave vectors appear as cuts through the first Brillouin

zone of graphene, which translate into sharp singularities in the electronic density of states

8



2.1 Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

(DOS) called van Hove singularities, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. If cuts through the graphene

Brillouin zone intersect the K- or K’- point – the zero-bandgap (Dirac) points where valence

and conduction band of graphene touch – the corresponding SWNT is metallic. Vice versa,

if the Dirac points are not part of the SWNTs band structure it is semiconducting. The band

structure is directly determined by the chiral indices, such that all metallic SWNTs without

a bandgap fulfill the condition (m−n)mod(3) = 0, whereas all semiconducting SWNTs have

(m − n)mod(3) = 1, 2. The bandgap of semiconducting SWNTs ranges between 0.5–1.5 eV

and scales inversely with their diameter. (33)

As the band structure of semiconducting SWNTs features direct band gaps the formation

of excitons by optical excitation and photoluminescense can be observed. Owing to their

antenna like one-dimensional shape, SWNTs exhibit high polarization anisotropy, such that

the polarizability longitudinal to the tube axis is significantly larger than transversal. (34)

Thus, it is possible to analyze the alignment or orientation of SWNTs in a film with lin-

early polarized light (e.g. polarized Raman spectroscopy). (35) Due to the large difference

in polarizability, the predominant optical features of SWNTs are restricted to the quantum

mechanically allowed excitonic transitions related to excitations along the tube axis. (36) The

possible transitions are depicted in Figure 2.2b and occur between subbands of the valence

and conductance band of identical quantum number i, identified as Eii. The diameter depen-

dent and characteristic sharp optical peaks are used to analyze SWNT samples by standard

UV-vis-NIR spectroscopy in the range of 300–3000 nm, as exemplified by a polymer-wrapped

monochiral (6,5) SWNT dispersion in toluene in Figure 2.3. The diameter dependence of the

different transition energies is summarized in the Kataura plot, which is used to determine

the presence of SWNT species in a sample by spectroscopic techniques (like UV-vis-NIR or

Raman spectroscopy). (37)

The optical excitation of a nanotube can occur at arbitrary subband transitions and their

specific wavelengths, however luminescent emission is only detectable for the lowest E11 tran-

sition, due to non-radiative relaxation of the excitons. Hence, photoluminescence excitation

and emission maps are a usefull tool for sample analysis giving a more detailed overview of

the optical features and being less prone to overlapping peaks. (38)
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Figure 2.3: Baseline corrected UV-vis-NIR absorption spectrum of a monochiral (6,5)
SWNT dispersion in toluene produced by polymer-wrapping. The sharp peaks are assigned
to the characteristic optical transitions E11 and E22.

Another integral analytic tool to investigate SWNT samples is resonant Raman spectroscopy,

which is an experimental technique to study vibrational modes stimulated by inelastic light

scattering. This technique offers remarkable sensitivity towards different SWNT chirali-

ties because matching the excitation wavelengths and the excitonic transition energies of

a particular nanotube species result in resonantly enhanced vibrational modes. The signal

enhancement in contrast to non-resonant modes even allows to unambiguously detect single

SWNTs. (39,40) With excitation wavelengths lying in the visible range for SWNTs with diam-

eters up to 2 nm, standard laser wavelengths can be utilized and chosen depending on the

sample. Characteristic Raman modes are shown in Figure 2.4, again exemplary for (6,5)

SWNTs.

The Raman modes corresponding to outward and inward vibrations in radial direction of

the SWNTs are called radial breathing mode (RBM) and are found between 100–350 cm−1.

The wavenumbers of this mode scale antiproportional with the tube diameter, hence valu-

able information about the chirality composition of a nanotube sample can be drawn from

the RBM peak positions. The intensity of the D-mode ranging from 1300–1350 cm−1 origi-

nates from defects or impurities in the sp2 carbon lattice and is therefore a measure for the

structural integrity of SWNTs. It is used to evaluate the progress of functionalization. (41)

All vibrations within the lattice plane in the range from 1500–1600 cm−1 are summarized as

G-modes with the notation G+, G− and E2 for the modes related to displacements along the
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Figure 2.4: Exemplary Raman spectrum of polymer-wrapped (6,5) SWNTs dopcast on
aluminum showing the D-mode and G-modes (excitation wavelength 532 nm).

tube axis, perpendicular to the tube axis and in both directions. Due to the structural simi-

larity, the D-mode and G-modes also occur in graphene, while the RBM-mode only appears

in SWNT spectra. The fact that all peak positions and intensities of the Raman modes

change drastically for charged SWNTs, additionally renders resonant Raman spectroscopy a

powerful tool to study electrostatic or (electro-)chemical doping. (42–44)

The unique band structure of SWNTs not only leads to interesting optical properties but

also exceptional electronic properties and in particular outstanding charge transport. The

almost symmetric band structure and thus similar effective masses of both electrons and

holes in combination with efficient charge injection from typical electrode metals (e.g. gold)

results in ambipolar charge transport, making SWNTs suitable for optoelectronic devices

like light-emitting field-effect transistors (LEFETs). (45,46) Unipolar charge transport can be

achieved by efficient contact engineering (use of low/high work function metals) and contact

doping, (47) or occurs naturally from p-doping in ambient air due to adsorption of oxygen

and water. (48,49)

In a single nanotube at room temperature the charge carrier mobility – quantifying the

velocity of a particle in a given electric field – of both holes and electrons reach outstand-

ing values of several thousand cm2 V−1 s−1. The peak mobility µpeak scales quadratically

with the nanotube diameter dt and is antiproportional to temperature T , due to reduced

electron-phonon scattering at low temperatures, typical for band transport: (50,51)
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µpeak = 0.48eν0

ℏα

d2
t

T
(2.5)

In this empirical equation ν0 denotes the Fermi velocity of graphene, ℏ the reduced Planck

constant and α = 12 m K−1 s−1 is an empirical coefficient. (51)

The carrier density in combination with the sharp van Hove singularities of SWNTs has

a strong influence on the carrier mobility. Increasing the carrier density, for example by

increasing the gate voltage in a field-effect transistor (FET), first leads to higher mobility

values until the first subband is filled. When the Fermi level rises to the second subband

with lower conduction velocity, the mobility decreases with increasing electric field (negative

differential mobility), (50,52) giving rise to a peak mobility. Another important factor that

directly follows from the one dimensional DOS distribution is the quantum capacitance of

SWNTs. (53) Due to the Pauli exclusion principle and the fact that electrons can only be

added to available quantum states above the Fermi energy, there is a limited number of

available electron states apart from the van Hove singularities. (54) This is reflected by the

small quantum capacitance for the occupation of the first subband of a semiconducting nan-

otube of roughly 0.4 fF µm−1. (54,55) In fact, due to being so small, the quantum capacitance

dominates the total interfacial capacitance of a nanotube in an electrical device, as it is

connected in series and added reciprocally to much larger capacitances like the geometric

gate capacitance or the even larger double layer capacitance in electrolyte gated systems,

as explained later (see equation (2.18)). (56) In SWNT network transistors also the network

density has to be taken into account to not overestimate the capacitance with the basic plate

capacitor approximation. (5,57) Therefore, direct capacitance measurements on individual de-

vices should be performed for reliable results. (58)

A detailed theoretical understanding of charge transport in individual SWNTs has been

achieved since the beginning of nanotube research. (59) However, employing SWNTs as active

material for optoelectronic applications is usually done with two dimensional or even three

dimensional networks with random orientation and numerous nanotube junctions, where

comprehensive theoretical studies are still missing. Fundamentally, the formation of SWNT

networks and the resulting charge transport is well described by percolation theory. (60) How-

ever, for a deeper understanding, experimental studies with semiconducting SWNT networks
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were missing for a long time, due to the lack of purification methods and the influence of

metallic chiralities. (61) Thanks to the advances in chirality sorting and purification techniques

of SWNT material, studies on transistors with purely semiconducting nanotube species and

high on-off-rations are possible nowadays, which have contributed immensely to unravel the

complex correlations in nanotube networks. (62–65)

The charge transport in randomly oriented semiconducting SWNT networks is governed by

the inefficient hopping of charges across nanotube-nanotube junctions and the highly efficient

transport along the tubes. (66,67) In this context, the high-resistance inter-nanotube transport

is the limiting factor, reducing the extraordinary charge carrier mobilities of single nanotubes

by orders of magnitude to roughly 0.1–100 cm2 V−1 s−1, (68) which is still high in comparison

to many other materials used for organic electronics. (69) Bundles and aggregates of SWNTs

are detrimental for charge transport as they promote scattering and their formation during

device fabrication should be suppressed. (67,70) On the other hand, the influence of dispersion

stabilizing surfactants or residual wrapping-polymers on the charge transport in SWNT is

still under investigation. (71,72)

More insight into the charge transport and mobility in random SWNT networks of differ-

ent chiralities has been drawn from temperature dependent measurements. (64,65,73) Although

band transport within the nanotubes becomes more efficient with decreasing temperature,

the overall mobility drops, due to a reduction in the temperature activated charge hopping

process across junctions. Neither the variable-range hopping model, (74) nor the fluctuation-

induced tunneling model (75) were able to describe the observations entirely across the full

temperature range. (64,65,76)

Computational models for the description of charge transport in semiconducting nanotube

networks have been developed in the recent past, (77) using the Master equation approach

where only the nanotube junctions were taken into account and considered as resistors. (78,79)

Creating a virtual box of randomly oriented sticks with a predefined density, the resulting

random resistor network was analyzed by Kirchhoff’s current law. Although several sim-

plifications and assumption have been made, this model was able to describe experimental

observations well. Improvements could be made by implementing the influences of tempera-

ture, intra-tube transport in relation to the nanotube diameter or three dimensional effects

which were neglected so far.
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While a lot of open questions remain about the charge transport in networks of semicon-

ducting SWNTs, the understanding is detailed enough to draw conclusions for an ideal high-

mobility SWNT network. To exploit the extraordinary intra-tube transport and suppress

the influence of inefficient inter-tube transport as much as possible, an optimized network of

semiconducting SWNTs consists of a dense array of long and aligned large diameter tubes

of the same chirality (64) in parallel to the charge transport direction. A lot of progress has

been made recently to accomplish the very challenging task of producing networks with these

prerequisites and purely semiconducting SWNTs by developing highly elaborate fabrication

techniques. (80)

2.1.3 Selective Dispersion by Polymer-Wrapping

There are several industrialized processes that are capable of synthesizing high quality

SWNTs in large quantities, however all of them produce a mixture of metallic and semi-

conduction SWNTs. Carbon vaporization at elevated temperatures above 1000 ◦C with arc

discharge, (24,81) laser ablation (82) or arc plasma jet (83) produce mostly large-diameter SWNTs

with diameters of 1–3 nm. On the other hand, metallic catalyst assisted chemical vapor depo-

sition (CVD) of carbon precursors in the gas phase yields smaller diameter ranges of around

0.7–1.2 nm. The most prominent examples are the HipCO® (high-pressure carbon monoxide)

and CoMoCAT® (cobalt molybdenum catalyst) processes. Common carbon precursors are

methane, ethane, ethanol or carbon monoxide and usually iron or cobalt/molybdenum are

used as catalysts.

In order to use the SWNTs synthesized with the above mentioned processes for applications,

the obtained mixtures of metallic and semiconducting species and impurities such as residual

catalyst or different carbon allotropes have to be purified and sorted by chirality. This prepa-

ration is usually performed in organic solvents or aqueous media. Since the van der Waals

forces between nanotubes promote aggregation and bundling, the SWNTs have to be dis-

persed by strong shear forces (7) or ultrasonication (84) and stabilized against re-aggregation.

In aqueous dispersions colloidal stability is achieved by surfactants such as sodiumdodecyl-

sulphate (SDS) (85) or cholates (86) and impurities can be removed via centrifugation. The

obtained mixture of semiconducting and metallic SWNTs can be subsequently sorted using
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various methods such as gel permeation chromatography, (87) density gradient ultracentrifu-

gation, (86) aqueous two-phase extraction (88,89) or dielectrophoresis. (90)

A well-established process to produce highly selective dispersions with outstanding purity

in organic solvents (toluene or xylenes) (91,92) is the polymer-wrapping technique, which was

used in this thesis. This technique was first reported by Nish et al. (91) and is based on the

selective wrapping of π-conjugated polymers around specific nanotube chiralities by sim-

ple dispersion of SWNT powders with the polymers in organic solvents. Several conjugated

polymers have been explored in this context ranging from polyfluorenes, polyfluorene copoly-

mers (91,93,94) and polythiophenes (95,96) to polycarbazoles. (97,98) The selectivity is directly de-

termined by the structure of the polymer in combination with the SWNT raw material and

the solvent. (96,99) The backbone of the polymer wraps preferentially around nanotube chi-

ralities where the π-π-interactions are maximized, while the length of the alkyl-side-chains

that provide the solubility, influences the favored nanotube diameters. (93,95) Even small de-

viations in the polymer structure have a strong impact on the selectivity, which can be seen

when comparing dispersions of CoMoCAT® SWNTs sorted by PFO-BPy (polyfluorene with

a bipyridine unit, see Figure 3.1) or PFO, yielding dispersions of preferentially (6,5) or (7,5)

SWNTs, respectively.

The efficiency of the polymer-wrapping method is further influenced by temperature and

the polarity and viscosity of the solvent, (100) which limits the choice of suitable solvents.

The molecular weight of the polymer is also an important parameter with higher molecular

weights resulting in greater yields however to the detriment of selectivity. (92)

After colloidal stabilization of purely semiconducting SWNTs, centrifugation is used to ob-

tain a degree of purity that is feasible for the fabrication of transistors. (101) Since the con-

jugated polymers exhibit charge carrier mobilites that are orders of magnitude lower than

those in SWNTs, it was for a long time a widely accepted and intuitive assumption that ex-

cess polymer had to be removed before device fabrication for example via vacuum filtration

and washing with solvents. (11,102) However, this believe was recently challenged by Mirka et

al., (12) who found that up to an artificially high threshold of excess polymer a simple rins-

ing of deposited SWNT networks with solvents is sufficient to remove the excess polymer.

Device fabrication with dispersions of higher polymer concentration profits from suppressed

re-aggregation and especially printing techniques such as aerosol-jet-printing benefit also
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from the higher viscosity. In this thesis, the combination of CoMoCAT® SWNT powder and

PFO-BPy was employed, to yield an exceptional purity of monochiral (6,5) SWNTs well-

suited for device fabrication or spectroscopic investigations (see chapter 3.2 for details). (101)

2.1.4 Functionalization

One of the great advantages of organic electronics in comparison to conventional technologies

is the close connection to chemistry and its many tools to synthesize new or functionalize es-

tablished materials depending on specific application requirements. Over the past decades of

carbon nanotube research a large number of functionalization techniques has been developed

to add new features, such as tailored optical transitions. (103–105) In general, functionalization

describes the process of attaching functional groups to the nanotube surface and the devel-

oped methods can be categorized into covalent and non-covalent functionalization. Since the

greatest weaknesses of SWNTs remain the poor solubility in aqueous and organic solvents

and their tendency to form aggregates in dispersions, the vast majority of functionalization

routes address these issues. (106–109)

An example of covalent functionalization, that has drawn great research interest over the

last few years, is based on introducing sp2-defects into the carbon lattice of SWNTs in a

controlled manner. (110) These defects offer interesting new optical properties, such as single-

photon emission at room temperature, and even lead to an increased photoluminescence

quantum yield due to the localization of otherwise mobile excitons. (111) Although offering

interesting optical features, covalent functionalization with sp2-defects has a negative im-

pact on the charge transport properties due to the disturbance of the π-system of the carbon

lattice. Depending on the degree of functionalization this effect is not detrimental for appli-

cations of functionalized SWNTs in optoelectronic devices but results in lower charge carrier

mobilities. (76)

The challenge of creating soluble or dispersable carbon nanotubes is commonly approached

by non-covalent functionalization methods, which rely on the adsorption of surfactants or

polymers through van der Waals interaction. In this way, SWNTs can be made solution-

processable without disturbing the π-system of the hexagonal carbon lattice, preserving the

desired electronic properties, as explained in the previous section. Reports in literature
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have shown that it is possible to exchange the wrapping-polymer used to create stable and

selective dispersions of SWNTs after the purification process to introduce new functionali-

ties. (112) Although being weakly bound to the SWNT surface, an energy transfer between

an adsorbed polymer and the nanotube is possible, rendering non-covalent functionalization

an equally powerful tool to introduce new properties. (113) In a recent example, the selective

wrapping-polymer that was used to create stable dispersion in toluene was exchanged by an

amphiphilic polymer, which enabled SWNT dispersability with high purity levels in various

organic solvents. (108)

In another example, optical memory elements based on random SWNT networks were fabri-

cated by exchanging the original wrapping-polymer for a UV-light and temperature switch-

able one. (114) This way, the conductivity of the SWNT networks could be increased by

exciting the wrapping-polymer with light pulses and decreased again by heating.

The commonly used wrapping-polymers that exhibit good selectivity are of hydrophobic na-

ture, allowing stable dispersions in organic solvents. Utilizing the resulting highly purified

SWNT dispersions in electrochemical transistors with aqueous electrolytes or in biological

environments is possible but yields inferior device performance compared to other materi-

als. This problem is addressed in chapter 4 by functionalizing SWNTs non-covalently with

hydrophilic ethylene glycole side chains via polymer exchange.

2.2 Field-Effect Transistors

Field-effect transistors are the fundamental component of any electronic circuit, where they

act as amplifiers or digital switches. Apart from the well-established inorganic materials,

solution-processable semiconductors in combination with flexible substrates (e.g. plastics,

paper or textiles) are investigated for exotic applications such as wearable (115) or edible elec-

tronics. (116) Due to the well understood device dynamics, FETs are also used to benchmark

properties like charge injection and charge transport of new materials. Although the tran-

sistors fabricated in the later chapters of this thesis are electrolyte-gated devices with lateral

instead stacked geometry, the general principles of FETs are derived for standard architec-

tures to simplify matters. After introducing the basics, special emphasis is laid on SWNT

networks as semiconducting channel material and the specifics of electrochemical transistors.
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2.2.1 Basic Principles

Standard FETs are composed of a semiconductor, a dielectric and three electrodes – or

terminals – referred to as source (S), drain (D) and gate (G). One possible arrangement of

these components is depicted in Figure 2.5, where the semiconductor is connecting the source

and drain electrodes but is separated from the gate electrode by the insulating dielectric

layer. The area between the source and drain electrodes is called the channel and is defined

by the width (W ), which is the extension of the electrode in parallel direction, and the

length (L), denoting the separation of the electrodes. Besides the bottom-contact/top-

gate configuration depicted in Figure 2.5, top-contact/top-gate, top-contact/bottom-gate

or bottom-contact/bottom-gate architectures are employed, depending on the fabrication

routes of different materials and the final applications. Regardless of the architecture, the

operating principle is based on the accumulation of charges at the interface between the

dielectric and the semiconductor to form a conductive channel.

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of a bottom-contact/top-gate FET architecture con-
sisting of a gate, source and drain electrode, a semiconducting layer and a dielectric. The
channel geometry is defined by the length L and the width W .

For an undoped semiconductor and no applied voltages the transistor is in its off -state.

Charge accumulation in the semiconductor is achieved by creating an electric field across

the dielectric by applying a gate voltage (VG) between the gate and the grounded source

electrode. If VG is large enough to induce mobile charges a directed current (ID) can flow

by applying an additional electric field between the source and the drain electrode (VD) and

the transistor switches to the on-state. Up to a certain threshold voltage (Vth) at the gate,
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the induced charges are immobile and occupy trap states, that are present at interfaces or

caused by defects and impurities in the semiconductor. Depending on the insulation quality

of the dielectric a marginal current flows between the source and gate electrode (IG), which

is called leakage current and should be ideally several orders of magnitude lower than ID.

As long as the lateral electric field between source and drain is significantly lower than the

gating electric field, which is approximately given for dielectrics thinner than a tenth of L,

the position-dependent potential (V (x)) in the transistor channel can be described by the

gradual channel approximation, (117,118) where x ranges from zero at the source electrode

(V (0) = 0) to L at the drain electrode (V (L) = VD). For the amount of mobile charges that

are induced by a gate voltage exceeding Vth it follows:

Qmobile = C ′(VG − Vth − V (x)) (2.6)

Where C ′ is the areal capacitance of the dielectric. By applying Ohm’s law and neglecting

diffusion, the drain current reads

ID = WµQmobileEx, (2.7)

with the charge carrier mobility µ and the electric field Ex at position x. By merging

equations 2.6 and 2.7, writing the electric field in its differential form Ex = dV

dx
and solving

the differential equation by separation of variables the drain current is defined by

ID = W

L
µC ′

[
(VG − Vth)VD − 1

2V 2
D

]
. (2.8)

In this step, the charge carrier mobility was approximated as independent from the carrier

density.

A transistor can be operated in two distinct regimes, the linear regime and the saturation

regime. In the linear regime, where the drain voltage is smaller than the effective gate

voltage VG − Vth, the carrier density scales linearly with increasing V (x), as illustrated in

Figure 2.6a. Since the quadratic term in equation (2.8) can be neglected, the current in the

linear regime also scales linearly with VD:
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ID,lin = W

L
µlinC ′(VG − Vth)VD. (2.9)

The saturation regime on the other hand commences when VD surpasses the effective gate

voltage (VD ≥ VG − Vth), at which point the channel is pinched off, as shown in Figure 2.6b.

Due to the increasing depletion region the drain current saturates and becomes independent

of VD, which can be seen by substituting VD with VG − Vth in equation (2.8):

ID,sat = W

2L
µsatC

′(VG − Vth)2. (2.10)

It follows, that the square root of ID,sat scales with the gate voltage. Therefore, the threshold

voltage is commonly determined by plotting the square root of the saturation current against

the gate voltage, extrapolating linearly at the maximum of the first derivative and extracting

the intersection of this extrapolation with the x-axis. A small Vth is beneficial for low voltage

operation and power consumption and can be tuned via doping. A similar parameter is the

onset voltage (Von), which marks the gate voltage that is needed for the drain current to

exceed the leakage current. The extraction of Vth in real FETs can be inaccurate due to the

presence of trap states, hence in practice, comparing the onset voltage can be a more reliable

tool in some cases. (119)

Basic electrical characterization of FETs involves gate voltage sweeps at constant drain

voltages and drain voltage sweeps at constant gate voltages. The transistor metrics are com-

monly extracted from two graphical representations of the measured drain currents, which

are called output and transfer characteristics as shown in Figure 2.6c and d. For the output

characteristics, the drain current is plotted against the drain voltage at different constant

gate voltages. This way, the transition between the linear and the saturation regime and the

corresponding voltage ranges can be assessed. Furthermore, any deviations from the linear

behavior at low drain voltages provides information about injection barriers at the interface

between contact electrodes and semiconductor. Transfer characteristics are commonly semi-

log plots of the drain current against the gate voltage at different constant drain voltages.

This graphical representation enables assessment of the switching behavior of the transistor

in detail. For a preferentially high on/off-current ratio above 106, a high on-current Ion and

a low off-current Ioff are important and can be directly extracted from the graph.
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Figure 2.6: a) Illustration of the accumulated electrons in the channel of a unipolar n-type
FET when operated in the linear regime (blue) and b) in the saturation regime (orange). c)
Ideal output characteristics for three gate voltages, showing the transition from the linear
to the saturation regime with rising drain voltage. d) Corresponding ideal transfer charac-
teristics in both operation regimes.

Additionally, the most fundamental parameter of a FET (117) – the transconductance gm –

is represented by the slope of the transfer curve and thus quantifies the modulation of the

drain current with respect to the gate voltage:

gm = ∂ID

∂VG
(2.11)

Together with Equations 2.9 and 2.10 the expressions for the linear and saturation regime

read

gm,lin = W

L
µlinC ′VD (2.12)

and

gm,sat = W

L
µsatC

′(VG − Vth). (2.13)

With 2.9 and 2.10, rearranging the above expressions yield the equations in the two operation

regimes to extract the arguably most important quantity for a transistor material, the charge

carrier mobility:
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µlin = L

WC ′VD
gm,lin (2.14)

and

µsat = L

WC ′
∂2ID,sat

∂V 2
G

. (2.15)

The two values for the linear and saturation mobility are equal for an ideal FET, however

in reality the linear mobility is often lowered by the influence of contact resistance. (120) The

contact resistance is the sum of the two resistances at the source and drain electrode, which

correspond to the injection barriers between the electrode material and the semiconductor.

These injection barriers depend on the work functions and the alignment of the energy levels

of the two components. For small injection barriers and thus low resistance, the contact is

classified as ohmic and the drain current scales linearly with the drain voltage in the linear

regime. Non-ohmic contacts lead to S-shape output characteristics at low drain voltages,

which affects the device performance negatively.

2.2.2 Ambipolar Field-Effect Transistors

The basic description of a FET above holds true only for a purely n-type or p-type transistor,

where either a conducting hole or electron channel can be induced into the semiconductor.

SWNTs on the other hand are able to conduct both holes and electrons, leading to ambipolar

device characteristics, which are explained in this section.

Depending on the applied voltages, accumulation of electrons and holes in the semiconduc-

tor can occur simultaneously, where the electrons are injected from the source and the holes

from the drain electrode, as depicted in Figure 2.7a. This ambipolarity has a drastic effect

on the transfer and output characteristics compared to the unipolar case, as can be seen in

Figure 2.7b and c. On the left hand side of the transfer curves a unipolar hole transport

(green) can be observed for positive drain voltages as well as VG −VD < Vth,h and VG < Vth,e.

The linear regime of this hole transport is observed for VG < Vth,h and the saturation regime

for Vth,h < VG < Vth,e.

By increasing the gate voltage above Vth,e, while VG − VD < Vth,h is still given, the FET
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Figure 2.7: a) Illustration of the accumulated electrons (orange) and holes (green) in the
channel of an ambipolar FET when operated in the ambipolar regime. b) Ideal transfer
characteristics for two positive drain voltages and equal hole and electron mobilities. c)
Output characteristics for positive drain voltages and three different positive gate voltages.
The colors in b) and c) stand for the linear and saturation regime of holes (light and dark
green), the ambipolar regime (blue) and the linear and saturation regime of electrons (orange
and red).

undergoes the transition to the ambipolar regime (blue). From this point on, both charge

carriers are injected into the semiconductor from opposite sides forming a recombination

zone of vanishing charge carrier density where they meet.

The drain current for an ambipolar transistor is the superposition of the two currents from

both charge carriers and can be calculated by

ID = W

2L
C

(
µe(VG − Vth,e)2 + µh(VG − VD − Vth,h)2

)
. (2.16)

Upon further increase of the gate voltage, pure electron accumulation and transport is

achieved, first in the saturation regime (red), for Vth,e > VG − VD > Vth,h and finally in

the linear regime (orange) for VG − VD > Vth,e. From the equations and the transfer char-

acteristics above, it becomes clear that the position of the recombination zone and the

ambipolar current is directly dependend on VD, which is best seen in the output character-

istics (Figure 2.7c). In contrast to the unipolar case, a steep current increase is observed

after the plateau of the saturation regime, due to the concurrent injection of opposite charge

carriers at sufficiently high drain voltages. Since the recombination of electrons and holes

inside semiconductors can be of radiative nature, termed electroluminescence (EL), materi-
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als that exhibit ambipolar charge transport are particularly interesting for the fabrication

of LEFETs (45,46,121–123) or for the understanding of the fundamental physics of excitons and

trions. (124,125) However, logic circuits with low power dissipation require purely n-type and

purely p-type devices, which can be achieved by doping. (47,126,127)

2.2.3 Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Network Transistors

A lot of research has been dedicated towards the development of electronic devices with

semiconducting SWNTs as the active layer, ranging from FETs (9,128–130) and integrated cir-

cuits (131,132) to sensors (13,14) and neuromorphic devices. (133,134) In order to harness the out-

standing mechanical and electronic properties that individual SWNTs show in theory, new

device architectures and SWNT processing methods are constantly developed. Over the last

decades, SWNTs have been successfully implemented in transistors either as single SWNTs,

as arrays of SWNTs or as SWNT networks. In this section, a recap of the recent progress in

the field together with open problems and challenges is given.

FETs with sub 10 nm channels using single SWNTs were successfully fabricated and showed

extraordinary current density and energy efficiency even surpassing comparable silicon de-

vices. (135) Naturally, the fabrication of such devices requires extremely expensive and time-

consuming contacting of single SWNTs via electron beam lithography, which lacks repro-

ducibility and scalability. (136,137)

Growing aligned and dense SWNT arrays directly onto substrates (138–140) offers much cheaper

fabrication in comparison. Unfortunately, so far there has been no advances in the field which

would allow selective growth of solely semiconducting SWNTs. Nonetheless, examples with

on/off current ratios of 105, charge carrier mobilities of up to thousands of cm2 V−1 s−1 and

large on-currents have been demonstrated. (141) Creating aligned SWNT arrays or networks

of semiconducting nature from purified dispersions using self-assembly techniques that are

driven by the evaporation or flow of solvents (142) or by vacuum filtration (143), has also been

shown to yield exceptional device performance and recent progress has pushed the scalabil-

ity to the wafer scale. (80) Still the transformation to industrialization remains a challenge,

since the fabrication involves several elaborate processing steps, that so far have only been

shown under laboratory conditions. Another way to achieve nanotube alignment in chan-
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nel direction is via dielectrophoresis, which is an electric field assissted alignment method

using prepatterned electrodes. For short-channel devices, which are more prone to metallic

impurities on/off current ratios of up to 104 were achieved, (144) while for longer channels a

ratio of up to 107 is possible. (145) The cheapest and easiest deposition techniques of SWNTs

result in randomly aligned networks. The most prominent examples are drop-casting, (146)

dip-coating (147,148) or spin-coating, (9) all relying on photolithografic patterning, or localized

printing techniques such as ink-jet, (149) aerosol-jet (8) or gravure printing (150). The advan-

tage in processability comes at the price of lower charge carrier mobilities compared to the

above mentioned approaches. Typical values range between 1–100 cm2 V−1 s−1, which is still

sufficient for applications such as active-matrix OLED backplanes. Thus, the performance

is readily comparable to polycristalline silicon or solution-processable metal oxide semicon-

ductors. (151) So far, SWNT network FETs have been shown to provide low-voltage operation

with high switching speeds even on flexible substrates. (152–154) Advances in p-doping and n-

doping of SWNT networks have reached a level where basic complementary circuits (126,127)

and even more elaborate applications like a 16-bit microprocessor have been reported. (11)

In addition to the standard FET architectures listed above, SWNT networks also represent

a highly suitable semiconducting material for the use in electrolyte-gated systems, (15) where

their porous nature allows the infiltration of electrolyte ions, leading to volumetric gating.

In that sense, electrolyte-gated SWNT networks also belong to the field of electrochemical

transistors (ECTs), which are discussed in the following section.

2.2.4 Electrolyte-Gated and Electrochemical Transistors

Instead of a solid dielectric as introduced in the previous sections, FETs can also be operated

using electrolytes with mobile ions instead, leading to the device class of electrolyte-gated

field-effect transistors (EG-FETs). Typical electrolytes are ionic liquids, which are liquid

salts, ion-gels (ionic liquids that are mixed with a polymer) or aqueous solutions with various

dissolved salts. Electrolyte-gating enables different device architectures, such as a side-gate

configuration as schematically shown in Figure 2.8. Although the basics derived previously

for standard FETs are still valid for EG-FETs, the charge accumulation follows a different

principle. Whereas the dielectric and most crucially its thickness determines the capacitance
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in standard FETs, the capacitance in EG-FETs is governed by the formation of nanometer

thick electric double-layers of ions and compensating charges at the interface between elec-

trolyte and semiconductor upon gating. Due to the close proximity of the charges, electric

double-layer capacitances Cdl are orders of magnitude larger than capacitances of solid di-

electrics.

A special type of electrolyte-gated transistors is the electrochemical transistor, whose active

semiconducting layer is permeable to the electrolyte ions and a volumetric gating with a vol-

umetric capacitance C∗ is observed. This principle is illustrated in Figure 2.8. In these types

of devices, applying a gate voltage injects ions from the electolyte into the channel, where

the doping state of the active material is changed by reduction or oxidation. However, the

underlying device physics of ECTs is theoretically described by the Bernards model, which

implies a purely capacitive compensation of opposite electrostatic charges in the semicon-

ductor instead of electrochemical oxidation/reduction. (155,156) Within the Bernads model,

ECTs are conceptually split into the ionic circuit and the electronic circuit, describing the

ion movement between gate, electrolyte and channel and the current flow between source

and drain separately.

In ECTs huge volumetric capacitances instead of areal capacitances are exhibited and since

the entire volume of the semiconductor becomes conductive in the on-state of the transistor,

large drain current modulation is observed already at low gate voltages. (157,158)

Figure 2.8: Cross section of an ECT with side-gate architecture upon gating with a negative
gate voltage. At the gate electrode an electric double-layer is formed and volumetric gating
is achieved in the channel.

Typical capacitance values for the different types of devices range from C ′ values of tens

of nF cm−2 for a solid SiO2 dielectric, (159) over C ′ values around 1–10 µF cm−2 for an areal

electrical double layer (160) to d · C∗ values of up to 500 µF cm−2 for an ECT. (161)

The enormous capacitances give ECTs the ability to transduce small voltages into large drain
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currents, which translates into steep transfer curves and ultimately large transconductance

values. (157) The equations derived previously for FETs still hold true for ECTs, however the

areal capacitance C ′ is replaced by the volumetric capacitance C∗ and the thickness d of the

semiconductor is added, leading to the following equation for the transconductance in the

saturation regime:

gm,sat = W

L
dµsatC

∗(VG − Vth). (2.17)

The trade-off to the large transconductance values are the rather slow switching speeds of

ECTs, which can be limited by the electronic circuit but in most cases are limited by the

response time of the ionic circuit. (155,161) Thus, ECTs are most suitable for (bio)sensing

applications (16,162) and as transducers in biological interfacing (161,163) or as neuromorphic

devices. (18,164) The latter will be discussed in the next section.

In order to benchmark and compare materials for ECTs the product of charge carrier mo-

bility and volumetric capacitances µC∗ has emerged as a figure of merit, (165) as they are

the two material dependent parameters that directly determine the transconductance. By

plotting the saturation transconductance against all parameters from equation (2.17) that

are not material dependent, the material performances can be readily compared from their

intersection with the y-axis, as shown in Figure 2.9. (166) The best performing materials can

be found in the upper part of this plot.

State-of-the-art materials are found in the field of conducting and semiconducting polymers

(see Figure 2.9), with the most prominent representative poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene)

:poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). ECTs with conducting polymers, such as PEDOT:PSS,

are in the on-state without a gate voltage and turn off when being gated (depletion mode).

The success of PEDOT:PSS as ECT material stems from the high drift velocities of ions

injected from an electrolyte, which are comparable to the ones observed in water. (156,168,169)

Additionally, PEDOT:PSS exhibits a large hole conductivity of up to 1000 S cm−1, (170) is sta-

ble in aqueous electrolytes (171) and, since it is commercially available as aqueous dispersions,

can be solution processed at low cost. Recent development for new materials has focused on

improving the electronic properties with for example fused thiophenes that exhibit higher
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Figure 2.9: a) Graphical determination of the figure of merit µC∗ for state-of-the-art poly-
mers for ECTs and b) reported µC∗ values. The colors refer to the same material in a) and
b). The dashed lines are guides for the eye and the data was taken from references 165 and
167.

hole mobilities than PEDOT:PSS. (172) A common approach to boost the volumetric capac-

itances of polymers is to make them more hydrophilic and improve ion-transport with side

chain engineering. Usually this is done by replacing hydrophobic alkyl side chains by hy-

drophilic (oligo)ethylene glycole chains of different lengths. (167,173) However, this approach is

limited by the fact that enhanced hydrophilicity leads to increased swelling of the films which

is ultimately detrimental to the charge transport. (173–175) Over the last decade, the hunt for

new record-breaking materials has created a rapidly changing reasearch field. In 2015 PE-

DOT:PSS with ethylene glycole reached a µC∗ value of 75 F cm−1 V−1 s−1, (161) which was

already one year later surpassed by poly(2-(3,3’-bis(2-(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)-

[2,2’-bithiophen]-5-yl) thieno[3,2-b] thiophene) (p(g2T-TT)) with the new benchmark value

µC∗ value of 228 F cm−1 V−1 s−1. (176) Since then, new derivatives of this polymer have been

investigated and values of up to 500 F cm−1 V−1 s−1 were demonstrated. (167) At this point,

however, other parameters have been put forward such as long-term and cycle stability,

which are crucial aspects for real applications and commercialization. The benchmark poly-

mer p(g2T-TT) for example has been shown to retain only 75 % of its initial on-current after

700 switching cycles within 2 h. (176) In the last years, a lot of progress has been made in this
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direction and state-of-the-art materials are able to retain up to 98 % of their current under

identical conditions. (167)

SWNTs networks have been investigated as semiconductor for EG-FETs and have been suc-

cessfully implemented as sensors in aqueous electrolytes. (13,14) Due to the low dimensionality

of nanotubes and the formation of porous networks, electrolytes can penetrate SWNT films,

similar to the volumetric gating achieved in ECTs. Therefore, EG-FETs with SWNT net-

works can be readily compared to ECTs and common ECT materials. However, especially

polymer-wrapped SWNTs are a very hydrophobic material, which impedes their performance

and volumetric capacitances in combination with aqueous electrolytes. The history of well-

performing ECT materials clearly shows, that a certain hydrophilicity is a requirement (156)

as it is essential for proper ion transport (168,176–179) Another important aspect of SWNTs is

their comparably small quantum capacitance Cq as introduced in the beginning of this chap-

ter. Especially in combination with electrolytes this becomes a limiting factor. The small

quantum capacitance dominates the overall interfacial capacitance as it is connected in series

– if imagined as an electrical circuit – to the huge double layer capacitance Cdl: (55,180)

1
Cinterface

= 1
Cdl

+ 1
Cq

. (2.18)

Although the achievable volumetric capacitances are limited in that regard, SWNT networks

outperform most state-of-the-art ECT materials in terms of their charge carrier mobility,

which speaks in their favor. Further discussion can be found in chapter 4.

2.3 Brain-Inspired Computing

One of the most heavily researched topics in the last decades is artificial intelligence (AI)

with all its promising applications in healthcare, (181) project management, (182) autonomous

control of machines or vehicles (183) and for human-machine interfaces such as voice recogni-

tion. (184) A large subfield of AI is machine learning, which represents algorithms that are able

to produce models for specific training data to correctly map inputs to outputs. These al-

gorithms are implemented on artificial neural networks (ANNs), where artificial neurons are

connected to form a deep network (185) to resemble cognitive human functions. That way, the
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algorithms feature brain-like learning mechanisms, which are however mostly implemented

on the software level on sequential silicon hardware. Consequently, these approaches face

the von Neumann bottleneck, originating from the limited speed at which data can be trans-

ferred between memory and processor. (186) In order to mimic the highly parallel computing

power of the human brain, new hardware systems are under development featuring neural

and synaptic functions on the device level. (19,187,188) In the following sections, the basic bi-

ological principles are briefly explained, followed by a description of artificial synapses and

the state-of-the-art of neuromorphic computing.

2.3.1 Biological Principles

The center of the nervous system of most vertebrate and invertebrate animals is called the

brain and consists of a highly complex three dimensional network of neurons, whose connec-

tions are called synapses. This evolution optimized structure allows for parallel computation

at tens of watts per day, while being adaptable to external stimuli by means of plasticity,

which describes the strengthening and weakening of synapses. An average male human brain

weights around 1.5 kg and contains about 86 billion neurons and almost equally non-neuron

cells. (189) The complexity of the brain is hard to imagine, given the fact, that this large

number of neurons is connected by up to 0.15 quadrillion synapses and the total distance

that was covered if all nerve fibers were aligned is 150 000–180 000 km. (190)

Neurons are made of a cell core, called the soma which spreads out into root-like branches

called the dendrites that narrow down to the axons and finally form a connection to the next

neuron via synapses as illustrated in Figure 2.10. The computation is performed by the neu-

rons, which generate voltage spikes – so called action potentials (APs) – that are forwarded

along the axons and synapses to downstream neurons. These outgoing APs are generated

when the integration of all incoming APs reaches a certain threshold (integrate-and-fire

model). (191) Synapses come as chemical or in rare cases as electrical synapses. Chemical

synapses transmit the APs by releasing neurotransmitters into the gap between the presy-

naptic and the postsynaptic membrane (synaptic cleft), which diffuse to the receiving neuron

and trigger an electrical response, the post-synaptic potential (PSP). Electrical synapses are
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of two connected biological neurons. Information travels as APs
across the axion of the presynaptic neuron (blue) and over synapses to the postsynaptic
neuron (green).

able to exchange ions directly but are mostly found in the early developing phases of the

mammalian brain. (192)

The most complex but also powerful computation mechanism in the brain is plasticity, de-

scribing the ability to adapt to the history of previous experiences and learn. This learning

and adaptation is mainly controlled by the connection strength of the synapses, called the

synaptic weight. The famous postulate from Donal Hebb in 1949 describes this change in

synaptic plasticity between a transmitting neuron A and a receiving neuron B in a precise

manner:

“When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite cell B and repeatedly or persistently

takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both

cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.” (Hebb, 1949)193

This statement has been rephrased later into the short mnemonic "what fires together, wires

together". However, this simple rule does not cover the full picture and there are many

forms of synaptic plasticity, allowing to increase/potentiate the synaptic weight but also to

decrease/depress it. The different mechanisms are mainly distinguished by the time scales

on which they are relevant, ranging from short-term plasticity (STP) starting at milliseconds
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to long-term plasticity (LTP) of up to days and months. Computational brain functions are

believed to be based on STP, while learning and memory is attributed to LTP. (194)

The decision whether a synaptic weight should be potentiated or depressed is based on

causality. To determine the causality of a signal, the exact timing of the presynaptic AP tpre

in relation to the firing of the postsynaptic neuron tpost is crucial.

Figure 2.11: Biological STDP response, measured at rat hippocampal neurons, showing
depressed and potentiated EPSC branches for negative and positve spike-timings, respec-
tively. The data was taken from reference 195.

All signals with a positive spike timing difference ∆t = tpost − tpre are causal, since the

presynaptic spike arrived prior to the computation event of the postsynaptic neuron. If

∆t < 0, the signal from the corresponding synapse is anticausal. This mechanism is called

spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) and the change in excitatory postsynaptic current

(EPSC) is depicted for a biological synapse of a rat in Figure 2.11. (195,196) Evidently, the

closer the spike-timings are, the stronger the response of the system, leading to changes in

the EPSCs of up to ±100 %.

The processes and mechanisms described in a very simple and brief manner in this section

are significantly more complex and are subject to ongoing research in neuroscience, which

also motivates the development of artificial synapses as a supplement to test and improve

existing models of biological systems.
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2.3.2 Artificial Synapses

Spiking neural networks and artificial synapses have been implemented as silicon circuits

and are investigated for quite some time already. (197) Already in 1971 Leon Chua theoret-

ically described the missing 4th circuit element, the memristor, which next to the resistor,

the capacitor and the inductor combines memory and transistor aspects. (198) Memristors are

nonlinear dynamic devices whose resistance change depending on the history of previous

operations and conditions and have been demonstrated in 2008. (199) By definition, artifical

synapses belong to the device class of memristive devices and share many similarities with

biological synapses, as the variable resistance resembles synaptic strength and the depen-

dence on the history of previous operations emulates the mechanisms of synaptic plasticity.

The term artificial synapse is nowadays very ambiguously defined and can describe large

circuits of many electronic components or only single devices. Devices that are optimized

and developed for the implementation in ANNs to perform vector-matrix multiplication are

termed artificial synapses, which is described in this work as neuromorphic computing de-

vices in the next section. However there is also an interest to develop artificial synapses which

are single electronic devices that mimic the current understanding of biological synapses as

precisely as possible. (19) Chapter 5 reports on the challenging task of developing an artificial

synapse that follows the latter definition. In many aspects the properties of an artificial

synapse and those of a neuromorphic device are very similar, which leads to the ambiguity.

Both types of devices operate at minimum energy consumption and feature a current-voltage

characteristic that is based on the history of previous switching events. However, fundamen-

tal mechanisms of biological synapses such as STDP and STP are unwanted for efficient

neuromorphic computing, where instead other parameters such as state retention and con-

trolled operation are essential as will be explained in the next section.

There are many reports with different approaches to develop low power consuming single de-

vices that feature STP, LTP, and STDP or a related mechanism such as spike-rate-dependent

plasticity (SRDP). (200) One way is to use floating-gate transistors, where the history of

trapped charges on the floating gate leads to corresponding changes in the channel con-

ductance, which emulates synaptic plasticity. (201) Another approach are ferroelectric-gate

synaptic transistors, which make use of multidomain polarization of ferroelectric gates to
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enable a gradually tunable channel conductance in order to mimic synaptic learning mecha-

nisms. (202) A rather exotic field of synaptic devices relies on optical stimulation to generate

a photocurrent, which is however usually harder to control and synaptic depression is rarely

demonstrated. (203) So far, the most reports of artificial synapses have been about electrolyte-

gated synaptic transistors, (181,204–206) probably due to the most facile device fabrication and

the similarity to the biological counterpart, as the penetration of ions into a semiconduc-

tor can be readily compared to neurotransmitters entering the cleft of a chemical synapse.

The same approach has been chosen to fabricate artificial synapses with SWNT networks in

chapter 5 of this work.

2.3.3 Neuromorphic Computing

The research field around neuromorphic computing follows the aim of developing a new

brain-like computation platform for energy efficient parallel computing. Conventional digital

computers based on silicon chips were not invented for parallel computing. Supercomput-

ers such as IBM’s Blue Gene require power on the order of 10 MW to simulate only a small

fraction of brain activity. (200,207) A heavily researched and promising approach are analog cir-

cuits, as for example developed within the BrainScaleS project at Heidelberg University. (208)

Although analog systems require minimal amounts of power and operate many times faster

than the biological counterparts, they are hardwired systems with low flexibility. (209)

The ultimate goal is to develop single neuromorphic devices that require minimal amounts

of energy and can be arranged in artificial neural networks to perform vector-matrix mul-

tiplication on the hardware level. This vector-matrix multiplication is performed between

input layers (for example of pixels of an image or of a list of datapoints) and output layers

of an ANN, as depicted in Figure 2.12a. (19,210)

Each input xi is connected to all outputs yj of the next layer and the connection between

the nodes wi,j, resembling the synaptic strength, can be modulated by training. While this

is usually implemented in software and the output nodes are calculated by yj = ∑
n wi,jxi,

it is also possible to perform in hardware as depicted in Figure 2.12b. (211) Making use of

Ohm’s and Kirchhoff’s laws, the result of vector-matrix multiplication is directly given by

the read-out currents determined by Ij = ∑
n Gi,jVi, where Gi,j (or wi,j) is the conductance
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Figure 2.12: Concept of a neural network and how it would be implemented in a) software
and b) hardware. Every node from the input layer (red) is connected with a synaptic weight
(blue), that is modified by training, to the nodes from the output layer (green). The synaptic
weight in b) is represented by the conductance Gi,j of the neuromorphic devices, which is
tunable by write pulses applied at the gate via an access device.

state of the neuromophic device at a specific node in the lattice and Vi is the applied voltage.

To avoid crosstalk in this array, every node is connected to some sort of analog switch, a

so called access device, that ensures open-circuit conditions in between weight updates and

readouts. (19,212)

Neuromorphic devices have to comply with very strict metrics in order to operate the hard-

ware based neural network efficiently. (19,213) Obviously, the energy consumption per switching

event should be as low as possible but at least comparable to the energy efficiency of the brain

with roughly 1 pJ per event. (214) The energy consumption depends on the required operation

voltage and the conductance range of the devices and can be calculated by integrating the

electrical power over the duration tspike of the voltage spikes:

E =
∫ tspike

0
I · V dt. (2.19)

Further, the physical dimensions should be smaller than 1 µm2 to be able to fabricate dense

and compact arrays. The devices need to exhibit at least 100 well-distinguishable conduc-

tance states with low noise of less than 0.5 % of the conductance range. Additionally, these
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conductance states should be tunable upwards and downwards in linear and symmetric steps

to allow for blind weight updates during training. The read and write speed should be on the

order of µs for reasonable learning times and the distinct states should be non-volatile with

retention times on the order of 103 – 108 s, depending on the application. Finally, device

stability needs to be high with cycle endurances exceeding ideally 109 cycles and a good

temperature stability that complies with typical array operating temperatures. However, as

can be seen from the large ranges, for instance for the state retention times, the research

field is still in a young state and it is not entirely clear how a final application in combination

with common sequential systems would operate and which specifications are crucial.

Therefore, in literature many approaches are under investigation all offering strengths and

weaknesses in fulfilling the above mentioned criteria. The different types of devices are based

on diverse mechanisms, such as localized conductive filament formation, (215,216) ion migra-

tion, (210,217,218) charge-trapping-based switching, (219–222) light-assisted reactions or switch-

ing (223–225) or electrochemical redox-based switching. (18,164,226) Switching the conductance by

the formation of conductive filaments commonly shows non-linear and unsymmetrical be-

havior, as well as high energy dissipation once the devices are fully trained and fully conduc-

tive. (212,216,227,228) Ion migration, for example in perovskite films, shows synaptic mechanisms

at very low power consumption (fJ/(100 nm2)), (229) however device stability and state stabil-

ity are usually lower. (218) Employing charge-trapping as learning mechanism offers promising

properties, such as low power consumption and long state retention, yet downscaling of device

dimensions, especially of the channel length reduces discharge times drastically, eventually

leading to volatile behavior. (220) Optically trained systems are the least investigated types

of devices, although they offer the advantage over electrical systems of requiring no access

devices to avoid crosstalk. Outstanding device performance has been reported using a pho-

tosensitive blend of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and diarylethene, (230) which should be

investigated and optimized further.

So far, the most promising approach is the use of electrochemical transistors, with the most

prominent polymers PEDOT:PSS, (164,206) P3HT (205) or p(g2T-TT). (231) The slow ion kinetics

in these devices has been optimized to a point where conductance levels can be precisely pro-

grammed and retained for long times. (18,232) The first proofs-of-principle have been reported

such as pattern recognition using crossbar arrays (133,232,233) and even a learning robot. (231)
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This shows that real world applications assisted with neuromorphic computing becomes a

relevant topic in the near future. A similar approach is discussed in chapter 5, where ion dif-

fusion through dense networks of SWNTs is investigated as mechanism for artificial synapses

and for neuromorphic computing.
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Chapter 3

Materials and Experimental Methods

This chapter describes the employed materi-

als, device fabrication methods and character-

ization techniques in detail.
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3.1 Materials

Solvents were used as purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The chemicals used in this thesis are

listed in Table 3.1 together with the suppliers.

Table 3.1: List of employed chemicals and suppliers.

Purpose Chemical Abbreviation Supplier

Wrapping-
polymer

Poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-
2,7-diyl)-alt-(6,6’-[2,2’-
bipyridine])]

PFO-BPy American Dye Source

Wrapping-
polymer

Poly[(9,9-di(2,5,8,11-
tetraoxatridecan-13-
yl)fluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-
alt-(6,6’-[2,2’-bipyridine])]

TEG-PF-BPy P. Klein and U. Scherf,
Bergische Universität
Wuppertal

For ion-gel Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-
hexafluoro-propylene

P(VDF-HFP) Sigma-Aldrich

Ionic liquid for
ion-gel

1-Ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium
tris(pentafluoro-
ethyl)trifluorophosphate

[EMIM][FAP] Merck

Aqueous buffer
solution for
water-gating

Phosphate-buffered saline PBS Merck

Surfactant Sodium cholate NaCh Sigma-Aldrich

CoMoCAT® SWNT powders, with a diameter range of 0.79–1.0 nm, were purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich (lot no. MKCJ7287) and CHASM Advanced Materials Inc. (Batch SG65i-

L58). Supplier information states that CoMoCAT® raw material comes with a carbon content

of 95 % and an SWNT content of 93 %. The amount of (6,5) SWNTs is specified as roughly

40 %. The raw material was dried overnight at 110 ◦C before further purification steps.

TUBALL™ SWNT raw material was purchased from OCSiAl (lot no. 109-16092015). The
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powder contains a broad mixture of semiconducting and metallic SWNT chiralities with a

mean diameter of 1.6±0.4 nm and an average length ≥ 5 µm. The SWNT content is specified

by the supplier as ≥ 80 % and raman G/D ratios of ≥ 90 are given.

The polymer TEG-PF-BPy (Mw = 51 kg mol−1) was synthesized by Dr. Patrick Klein un-

der the supervision of Prof. Dr. Ullrich Scherf at the Bergische Universität Wuppertal.

The synthesis was performed similar to previous examples for polyfluorene copolymer syn-

thesis (234) via Suzuki cross-coupling and is described in detail in the literature. (235,236) The

wrapping-polymer PFO-BPy (lot no. 18H011A1) was purchased from American Dye Source

with Mw = 40 kg mol−1. The molecular structures of these two wrapping-polymers are shown

in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Molecular structure of the two wrapping-polymers PFO-BPy and TEG-PF-
BPy.

3.2 Dispersions of SWNTs

3.2.1 Monochiral (6,5) SWNT Dispersions

Selective dispersions of (6,5) SWNTs were obtained by polymer-wrapping as described in the

literature. (7) CoMoCAT® SWNT powder (0.4 g L−1) was added to a solution of 0.5 g L−1 of

the wrapping-polymer PFO-BPy in toluene. Exfoliation of the nanotubes was achieved by

shear force mixing (Silverson L2/Air) for 3 days at a mixing speed of 10 230 rpm. Bundles

and non-exfoliated material were removed by centrifuging two times at 60 000 g for 45 min
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(Beckmann Coulter Avanti J26XP) and by filtering through a syringe filter (PTFE, pore

size 5 µm). The supernatant was further purified by vacuum filtration through a PTFE

membrane (Merck Omnipore, JVWP, pore size 0.1 µm) and rinsing the obtained filter cake

with toluene to remove excess and free polymer. These filter cakes with purified (6,5) SWNTs

were stored in dry air at room temperature. Directly before usage, they were redispersed via

bath sonication (Branson 2510) for 30 min in 1 mL of pure toluene. Alternatively, polymer

exchange was performed (see below).

3.2.2 Polymer Exchange for Polymer-Wrapped SWNTs

In order to exchange the wrapping-polymer PFO-BPy efficiently with TEG-PF-BPy after

purification of the SWNT material, the filter cake with PFO-BPy-wrapped (6,5) SWNTs had

to be washed rigorously. Following the published procedure, (113) the filter cakes were soaked

seven times for 5 min in hot toluene (80 ◦C). Thereafter, they were redispersed in 1 mL of

a TEG-PF-BPy solution in toluene (1 g L−1) by bath sonication for 30 min. As described

above, the free polymer was removed by filtering through a PTFE filter. Before usage, the

filter cakes were redispersed by bath sonication for 30 min in fresh toluene, followed by a

final centrifugation step at 30 000 g for 30 min.

3.2.3 Mixed Metallic/Semiconducting Dispersions

Mixed dispersions of both metallic and semiconducting SWNTs were produced by adding

2 g L−1 of commercial TUBALL™ raw material, with an average SWNT length of 5 µm, to

an aqueous sodium cholate solution (6 g L−1). The exfoliation of the material was performed

in three consecutive steps, starting with 2 h of bath sonication, followed by 15 min of tip

sonication (Weber Ultrasonics, tapered tip, amplitude 20 %, 1 s on/off) and another 2 h

of bath sonication. Non-exfoliated fractions were sedimented by centrifugation at 2790 g

for 90 min (Andreas Hettich GmBH & Co. KG, Hettich MIKRO 220R centrifuge). The

supernatant was diluted in an aqueous solution of sodium cholate (2 g L−1) in a ratio of 1:15

and again centrifuged at 2790 g for 90 min.
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3.3 Device Fabrication

All devices in this work were fabricated on AF32eco glass substrates (Schott AG, 25 × 20×

0.3 mm3). The substrates were cleaned by bath sonication in acetone and isopropanol for

10 min respectively and blow-dried with a nitrogen gun. The chemicals used for photolithog-

raphy are listed in Table 3.2 together with the suppliers.

Table 3.2: List of employed chemicals for photolithography and suppliers.

Purpose Chemical Supplier

Photoresist LOR5B MicroChem Corp.
Photoresist MICROPOSIT S1813 Dow Chemical Co.
Developer MICROPOSIT MF-319 Dow Chemical Co.

Photoresist SU-8 2005 microresist technology
GmbH

Developer mr-Dev 600 microresist technology
GmbH

3.3.1 Patterned Bottom Electrodes

The electrode patterns used in this work are depicted in Figure 3.2. Corresponding pho-

tomasks were designed in Autodesk AutoCAD and produced by Compugraphics Jena GmbH

(chrome-on-glass, soda-lime).

For patterning of metal electrodes on the glass sheets, first the lift-off resist LOR5B was spin-

coated at 4000 rpm for 30 s and softbaked at 185 ◦C for 4 min. Next, the positive photoresist

MICROPOSIT S1813 was spin-coated on top with identical parameters but softbaked at

115 ◦C for 1 min. The resist-coated substrates were exposed through the photomasks with

UV-light (i-line, λ = 365 nm, 182 mJ cm−2) with a mask aligner (SÜSS MicroTec SE, MA6

Gen4, hard contact). After exposure, the samples were developed in MICROPOSIT MF-319

for 25 s, which resulted in an undercut, which is essential for a successful lift-off.

An adhesion layer of 3 nm of chromium and 30 nm of gold was evaporated via electron-beam

evaporation (Winter Wakuumtechnik GbR, HVB-130) onto the patterned substrates.
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Lift-off was performed in N -methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) at 60 ◦C for 1 h, after which the

substrates were thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water and blow-dried with nitrogen.

Figure 3.2: Bottom electrode patterns with side gate configuration. a) Large gold side
gate with standard T-shaped source drain electrodes of varying W/L ratios (lengths in µm,
1000
600 = 1.7, 1000

500 = 2.0, 1000
400 = 2.5, 1000

300 = 3.3, 3000
600 = 5.0, 3000

500 = 6.0, 3000
400 = 7.5, 3000

300 = 10). b)
Small gold side gate for the deposition of gate material with L-shaped source drain electrodes
of fixed W/L (W depends on the printed area, L = 400 µm). c) Large gold side gate with
interdigitated source drain electrodes with large W/L ratio of 10 000

20 = 500.

3.3.2 Electrode Passivation

After patterning of the electrodes, a second photolithographic step was performed to pas-

sivate them for most of the devices in this work (as stated in the following chapters). For

this purpose, the epoxy-based negative photoresist SU-8 2005 was used, which forms a very

thick and durable insulating layer after hardbaking.

A diluted solution of the commercial photoresist with cyclopentanone was prepared in a

1:1 ratio and spin-coated in a two-step process (step 1: 10 s at 500 rpm with acceleration

500 rpm s−1, step 2: 30 s at 3000 rpm with acceleration 500 rpm s−1), resulting in a film thick-

ness of around 1.5 µm after a softbake at 95 ◦C for 2 min.

Next, the samples were exposed to UV-light (i-line, λ = 365 nm, 384 mJ cm−2) with the

MA6 Gen4 mask aligner. After that, a post-exposure bake at 95 ◦C for 90 s was performed
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prior to development in MR DEV-600 for 60 s and rinsing with ultrapure water. Finally, the

substrates were blow-dried and hardbaked at 150 ◦C for 5 min. Patterns for passivation were

designed to match the structure of the bottom electrodes in a way that only small edges

(4–15 µm) were left uncovered by photoresist, to ensure good contact and charge injection

into the later deposited SWNT layers but to passivate as much of the electrode area as

possible (see Figure 5.6b and c).

3.3.3 Spray-Coating of Mixed SWNTs

A custom-made spraying setup was used to deposit thick films of mixed TUBALL™ disper-

sions through a shadow mask (see Figure 3.3). The shadow mask was designed in Autodesk

AutoCAD and produced by Becktronic GmbH (lasercut, 0.2 mm stainless steel). The sample

and the shadow mask were mounted onto an aluminium holder and placed on a uniaxially

movable and heatable stage.

Figure 3.3: a) Photograph of the spray-coating sample holder with a mounted shadow
mask. b) Low magnification SEM images stitched together, showing the electrode pattern
from Figure 3.2b with a U-shaped spray-coated TUBALL™ SWNT film.

For a fast evaporation of water from the aqueous dispersions, the stage temperature was set

to 185 ◦C and the stage was programmed to continuously swivel back and forth 7 cm below

the nozzle of a commercially available airbrush gun (Harder and Steenbeck, Infinity airbrush,

0.15 mm nozzle). Aqueous TUBALL™ dispersions with sodium cholate were diluted with

ultrapure water to an optical density of 0.5 cm−1 at 660 nm and filtered through a PTFE filter

(25 µm pore size) directly before usage. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas at a pressure of

2 bar and 15 mL of ink were continuously sprayed onto one sample. The needle displacement

was optimized with deionized water before every spraying attempt by slowly increasing the
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spraying rate to the point, where small droplets became visible on the aluminum-covered

heated stage. For spraying, the displacement was then adjusted so that the amount of

deposited ink and the evaporation rate of the solvent matched.

Finally, the samples were soaked in deionized water overnight to remove as much sodium

cholate from the films as possible.

3.3.4 Aerosol-Jet Printing of (6,5) SWNTs

Networks of (6,5) SWNTs were printed with a commercial Aersol Jet 200 system from Op-

tomec Inc. using a 200 µm nozzle. As described in detail before, (237) custom-made ink vials

were used with disposable parts to be able to use the system for a variety of materials. The

stage temperature was set to 100 ◦C and the stage speed to 0.5 mm s−1. Inks were kept at

constant temperatures between 8 and 20 ◦C and were atomized via ultrasonication to form a

dense aerosol at a transducer current of roughly 460 mA, which was the system’s maximum

power. The nitrogen flow rates of the collimating sheath gas and the carrier gas were fixed

to 30 sccm and 20–26 sccm, respectively.

Purified, monochiral (6,5) SWNT dispersions were formulated into printable inks by adding

2% v/v terpineol. The small fraction of terpineol not only increases the density of the formed

aerosol due to an increased ink viscosity, but also guarantees an efficient material transport

from the ink vial to the substrate by forming droplets with a high boiling point that reach

their destination before drying out. (238) The film thickness is controlled by adjusting the ink

concentration, the carrier gas flow rate and the number of printing loops on the same spot.

Ink concentrations were determined by diluting the dispersions to the desired optical density

at the E11 transition (i.e. 1–6 cm−1 at 996 nm). The print paths were designed in AutoCAD

and exported using the plugin VMTOOLS (Optomec Inc.). A grid pattern of horizontal and

vertical lines with a pitch of 25 µm resulted in homogeneous films. Finally, the samples were

rinsed with tetrahydrofuran (THF) and isopropanol and blow-dried with nitrogen.

3.3.5 Applying Electrolytes and Ion-Gel

The devices were completed by forming a dielectric connection between the side gates and

the channel areas through an electrolyte. For devices in capter 4, which were measured
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with ultrapure water or PBS-buffer, the electrolytes were contained by a custom-built PTFE

sample holder (made by the fine mechanics workshop of the Institute for Physical Chemistry,

where an O-ring sealed electrolyte reservoir could be pressed onto the samples (see Figure

3.4). The large volume of the reservoir (several mL) enabled measuring samples over long

periods of time without noticeable changes due to evaporating water.

For measurements with PBS, pellets were diluted in 200 mL of ultrapure water to obtain

a PBS stock solution with a concentration of 0.01 M phosphate buffer, 0.0027 M potassium

chloride and 0.137 M sodium chloride and a pH of 7.4 that could be further diluted.

The samples in chapter 5 were finalized with a spin-coated layer of ion-gel. For that, a

solution of the polymer P(VDF-HFP) and the ionic liquid [EMIM][FAP] in acetone was

prepared in a mass ratio of P(VDF-HFP):[EMIM][FAP]:acetone = 1:4:14. All steps were

performed in a dry-nitrogen glovebox (M.Braun Inertgas-Systeme GmbH, MB200-G), due

to the hygroscopic nature of the ionic liquid. Prior to spin-coating, the samples were annealed

at 300 ◦C for 60 min to remove trapped water and oxygen inside the SWNT networks. After

spin-coating at 2000 rpm for 30 s, the ion-gel deposited in areas between multiple devices on

one substrate was removed with an acetone-soaked wipe to prevent crosstalk. In a final step,

the samples were annealed at 80 ◦C overnight.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the custom-made sample holder with electrolyte reservoir. (a) 3D
model designed in Autodesk Inventor as construction plan for the fine mechanics workshop
of the APC in Heidelberg. (b) Photograph of the setup during a measurement.
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3.4 Characterization

3.4.1 Electrical Characterization

A 4155C semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) from Agilent Technologies Inc. served

for standard transfer and output characteristics. Measurements were performed in ambient

air for devices with aqueous electrolytes (chapter 4) and in a nitrogen-filled glovebox (Inert

Corp., I-Lab 3GB) for all ion-gel devices (chapter 5). Experiments in aqueous electrolytes

were carried out with a Ag/AgCl micro-reference electrode (rhd instruments, 0.1 mol L−1

KCL) submerged into the electrolyte close to the gate pad. This electrode was connected to

a voltage monitor unit (VMU) of the SPA to determine the applied potential.

Figure 3.5: Photographs of the custom-built analog switch for pulsed measurements with
open-circuit conditions. a) Top view with a schematic of the circuits for the two channels
and b) side view with BNC connections for the inputs and outputs.

Capacitances were quantified with a Modulab XM MTS impedance analyser from Solarton

Analytical in a two-electrode setup, where the shorted source and drain electrodes acted as

the working electrode and the gold side gate as the counter electrode. A 1 Hz modulation of

10 mV rms was applied to the gate for the off- and on-state of the devices respectively.

To perform pulsed measurements with open circuit conditions inbetween the voltage pulses

in chapter 5, a custom-built analog switch (see Figure 3.5) was constructed in collaboration

with the electronics workshop. The two BNC outputs of this circuit were controlled with two
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potentiometers and a waveform generator (Keysight Trueform 33600 A Series) connected to

the inputs. The outputs change from open circuit to a DC voltage when 5 V are applied to

the input. The two potentiometers define the output voltage range, which is 0–2 V at output

1 and up to 1 V for output 2.

Voltages and currents were recorded with a B1500A SPA from Keysight Technologies Inc.

during these measurements.

3.4.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy

Dispersion stability was investigated by continuous photoluminescence (PL) sampling with

a Horiba Jobin-Yvon Fluorolog®-3 spectrometer. SWNT dispersions were diluted to an ab-

sorbance of 0.4 cm−1 at the E11 transition (996 nm for (6,5) SWNTs) and placed in a 4 ×

10 mm2 quartz cuvette. The samples were excited along the 10 mm cuvette axis at the E22

transition (575 nm for (6,5) SWNTs) using a 450 W xenon lamp and a double monochro-

mator. The emission was detected perpendicular to the excitation, along the 4 mm axis,

by a liquid nitrogen-cooled InGaAs diode array, covering a range of 800–1600 nm. The ag-

gregation was monitored over several hours with an integration time and a delay between

measurements of both 30 s.

In situ PL analysis of transistors in operation was performed with a supercontinuum laser

(Fianium Ltd., WhiteLase SC400) that was pulsed at a filtered wavelength of 575 nm with

a 20 MHz repetition rate and a picosecond pulse width. An Acton SpectraPro SP2358 spec-

trometer and a liquid nitrogen-cooled InGaAs line camera (Princeton Instruments, OMA

V:1024-1.7 LN) were employed for recording PL spectra. The same 50× objective (Olym-

pus, NA = 0.65) was used to both focus the excitation laser through the glass substrate

onto the device and to collect the emitted PL. Scattered excitation light was blocked with a

dichroic long-pass filter, cutting off at 875 nm. The transistors were operated by applying a

small source-drain voltage of −0.1 V and a gate voltage sweep from +0.5 to −1.0 V with a

Keithley 2612A source meter. PL spectra and currents were measured after an equilibration

time of 5 min for every gate voltage step.
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3.4.3 Raman and UV-Vis-NIR Absorption Spectroscopy

The quality of the SWNT dispersions was characterized by Raman spectroscopy and absorp-

tion spectroscopy to determine the purity and concentration.

A confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw, InVia Reflex) with a 50× (Leica Microsystems

GmbH, NA = 0.75) objective and three different lasers (532 nm, 633 nm and 785 nm) was

utilized. The system was operated in StreamLine™ mode to collect maps over 100 × 100 µm2

of dropcast SWNT films on aluminium foil (see Figure 2.4). Only dispersions without de-

tectable metallic nanotube species were taken for further experiments.

UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra were measured with a Cary 6000i from Varian Inc. featuring

a silicon detector for short wavelengths (175–800 nm) and an InGaAs detector for the NIR

range (800–1800 nm). A cuvette with 1 cm path length, filled with a diluted dispersion, was

inserted into the dual-beam setup. A baseline with the respective pure solvent was acquired

before the actual measurement (see Figure 2.3).

3.4.4 Atomic Force Microscopy and Profilometry

The SWNT network morphology was investigated with an atomic force microscope (AFM). A

Dimension Icon was used in ScanAsyst® mode with SCANASYST-AIR tips and a DAFMCH

cantilever holder (all Bruker Corp.). Representative areas of 5 × 5 µm2 were scanned with

1024 samples per line and a scanning frequency of 1 Hz. The open-source program Gwyddion

was used to process the data and generate images.

For the determination of film thicknesses, both the AFM and a profilometer (Bruker Corp.,

DektakXT Stylus Profiler) were employed. The films were scratched with a cannula and

scanned perpendicular to that scratch. Averaging along the profile yielded the final average

film thickness. Depending on the expected film thicknesses, the AFM (below ≈ 10 nm) or

the DektakXT (above 10 nm) was utilized for the scan.

3.4.5 Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopy

Topological investigations of the fabricated samples were carried out with an Olympus BX51

optical microscope equipped with Olympus objectives for 5×, 10×, 20× and 100× magnifica-

tion. Bright-field and dark-field images were taken and processed using the Stream Essentials
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software.

A more detailed view regarding topology but also morphology was gained with scanning elec-

tron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL JSM-7610F field emission system. Both backscattered

and secondary electrons were detected with an in-lens detector (SEI) for high resolution imag-

ing and an in-the-chamber detector (LEI) for topological views. Acceleration voltages up to

15 kV and a working distance around 8 mm were used. A conductive connection between the

regions of interest on the sample and the sample holder was established by contacting the

electrodes of devices with copper tape and conductive silver paste. This grounding signifi-

cantly reduced distortions in the images by charging of the samples. Samples in which the

electrodes were passivated with SU-8 photoresist were mostly analysed using the gentle beam

mode, in which a decelerating voltage is applied to the sample holder to prevent damaging

and charging of the samples.
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Chapter 4

Functionalization of Polymer-Wrapped (6,5)

SWNTs with Ethylene Glycol Side Chains for

Improved Electrochemical Transistors

This chapter demonstrates highly efficient

water-gated electrochemical transistors by in-

troducing oligoethylene glycole side chains to

polymer-wrapped (6,5) SWNTs.
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Most of the data and results in this chapter were published in the journal article Heimfarth

et al. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2022, 14 (6), 8209-8217. (235) Figures and tables were

adapted with permission from the American Chemical Society. The polymer TEG-PF-BPy

was synthesized by Dr. Patrick Klein at the Wuppertal Center for Smart Materials and

Systems at the Bergische Universität Wuppertal under the supervision of Prof. Dr. Ullrich

Scherf. All photoluminescence measurements were carried out by Merve Balcı Leinen.

4.1 Introduction

A lot of research in the field of organic electrochemical transistors is dedicated towards

the optimization and discovery of new active materials. Especially biocompatible materials

that can operate in aqueous media are in great demand for a variety of bioelectronic ap-

plications. Films of conducting and semiconducting conjugated polymers, (156,164,165,239–241)

currently dominate the field owing to their permeability for electrolyte ions, which enables

high charge accumulations and thus high currents in the transistor channel. To benchmark

the performance of active materials in ECTs, the ability to transduce ionic signals into

electronic currents is directly determined and expressed by the peak transconductance. As

derived in equation (2.17), of all the parameters that determine the transconductance, the

two material specific quantities are the charge carrier mobility µ and the volumetric capaci-

tance C∗. The suitability of a material for ECTs is therefore expressed as the product µC∗,

which has become a figure of merit in literature. (156,165)

For this metric, conjugated polymers usually offer low carrier mobilities but compensate

this deficiency with their immense volumetric capacitances which have been pushed to out-

standing values recently (187 F cm−3). (167) A boost in capacitance and ultimately transistor

performance is achieved by further improving the ion mobility and thus diffusion into the

polymer films. (242) A very effective way to do that is to increase the hydrophilicity of the

films by replacing alkyl side chains with oligo(ethylene glycol) chains. The limiting factor of

this approach is the swelling of the films when operated in aqueous electrolytes, which can

lead to detrimental effects on the charge transport. (173–175) Many studies of both p-type and

n-type glycolated polymer transistors have been reported, (176–178,243,244) where the length and

distribution of side chains was optimized. The best performances in terms of µC∗ are on the
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order of 200 to 500 F cm−1 V−1 s−1. (165,167)

Adapting the successful ethylene glycol side chain engineering approach to a hydrophobic

but high mobility semiconductor like polymer-wrapped SWNTs (132) is a promising way to

create a highly suitable ECT material. This adaptation was realized in this work by func-

tionalizing the SWNTs through a polymer exchange (113,114,245) to replace the hydrophobic

alkyl side chains of PFO-BPy with hydrophilic ethylene glycol moieties. In the past, this

idea has been used to create stable dispersion in benign polar solvents instead of harmful

organic ones (108,109) but was not investigated for ECTs. In this chapter, the influence of the

wrapping-polymer of aerosol-jet printed (6,5) SWNTs on the device performance of ECTs

with aqueous electrolytes is investigated. For that, a version of PFO-BPy with tetraethy-

lene glycol side chains was synthesized (TEG-PF-BPy, see Figure 3.1) by collaborators from

the University of Wuppertal and used for polymer exchange. Electrical measurements on

reference samples with PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and functionalized samples with TEG-PF-

BPy/(6,5) SWNTs corroborate a significant increase in transconductance of the more hy-

drophilic nanotube/polymer network, which originates from higher volumetric capacitances.

Further insight is gained by in situ photoluminescence spectroscopy on biased samples and a

more efficient charging due to the ethylene glycol side chains is confirmed. Extracted values

for the figure of merit µC∗ of the newly developed polymer/SWNT hybrid are comparable to

those of state-of-the-art polymers. However, given the chemical and mechanical robustness

of carbon nanotubes (154,246,247) an unexpectedly short operational stability in purified water

and in a blood serum-imitating electrolyte like phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) is observed.

4.2 Functionalization by Polymer Exchange

As reference and stock material, purified dispersions of monochiral (6,5) SWNTs were pre-

pared by shear force mixing of CoMoCAT nanotube powder in a solution of PFO-BPy in

toluene, as described in chapter 3.2. The synthesis of the wrapping-polymer TEG-PF-BPy

with hydrophilic tetraethylene glycol side chains is described in detail in the Supporting

Information of the article Heimfarth et al. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2022, 14 (6),

8209-8217. (235) Following the polymer exchange protocol described in chapter 3.2.2 the filter

cake of the stock dispersion is partly transformed into the more hydrophilic polymer/SWNT
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hybrid (illustrated in Figure 4.2a). The remaining part of the filter cake served as the refer-

ence material throughout the study. When dispersing CoMoCAT raw material directly with

TEG-PF-BPy, in contrast to PFO-BPy, a broad mix of chiralities is obtained, which becomes

apparent in the optical absorption spectra and the photoluminescence excitation-emission

(PLE) maps in Figure 4.1. Clearly, the much longer and very flexible TEG chains reduce

the otherwise excellent selectivity of PFO-BPy towards (6,5) SWNTs. This issue makes the

extra step of the polymer exchange after purification necessary.

Figure 4.1: Photoluminescence excitation-emission maps of dispersed CoMoCAT raw ma-
terial using a) PFO-BPy and b) TEG-PF-BPy in toluene. c) Normalized absorption spectra
of both dispersions with respect to the E11 peak.

To confirm that the quality of the nanotube dispersion during the washing and exchange

steps is preserved, the electronic properties and dispersion stability were probed by PL mea-

surements and compared to the stock dispersion. Figure 4.2b shows no shifts or broadening

of the characteristic E11 transition, corroborating the integrity of the SWNTs. While being

detrimental for the selectivity, the long and flexible TEG chains contribute positively to the

colloidal stability and prevent aggregation of the dispersion in Figure 4.2c, which is some-

times a problem for the device fabrication. (248,249)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Functionalization of (6,5) SWNTs by exchanging the purifying wrapping-
polymer PFO-BPy with hydrophobic alkyl side chains by TEG-PF-BPy with hydrophilic
ethylene glycol side chains. (b) PL spectra of monochiral (6,5) SWNT dispersions normalized
to the E11 transition before (red) and after (blue) polymer exchange. (c) Time evolution of
the normalized E11 PL intensity for dispersions of PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and TEG-PF-
BPy/(6,5) SWNTs in toluene as a measure for dispersion stability.

4.3 Device Layout and Characterization

Although electric double-layers instead of electrochemical redox-based doping occurs in

electrolyte-gated SWNT films, the network porosity enables volumetric gating, which is

comparable to ECTs. For this reason and to simplify matters, the SWNT EG-FETs in the

following chapter will be called ECTs.

Networks of both PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs were imple-

mented as active layers of ECTs. Electrodes (3 nm Cr + 30 nm Au) were patterned by stan-

dard photolithography, featuring a common large side gate centered on the glass substrate

and eight sets of T-shaped source and drain electrodes (see Figure 3.2a for the schematic of

a single device).

The electrode configuration was chosen to be as simple as possible with long channel lengths

and thus relatively large channel areas (see Figure 3.2) to reduce influences of stray currents,

contact resistance and parasitic capacitances. Additionally, the electrodes were passivated

with a layer of SU-8 photoresist to minimize their contribution to the parasitic capacitance

and to suppress leakage currents.

The two polymer/SWNT dispersions were aerosol-jet printed as thin (5–10 nm) and thick
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the ECT design and measurement setup. Water exposure is
limited to the channel region and the gate electrode by a passivation layer of SU-8 photoresist.
Networks of aerosol-jet-printed (6,5) SWNTs (AFM image) are gated via the large gold side
gate and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode is immersed closely to the gate electrode into the
electrolyte to monitor the applied voltages.

(up to ≈ 70 nm) layers onto the channel areas. An illustration of the finished device is shown

in Figure 4.3.

The morphology of the dense PFO-BPy- and TEG-PF-BPy-wrapped SWNT networks after

printing and after rinsing with THF and isopropanol can be compared from the AFM images

in Figure 4.4. The fact that the micrographs for the TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs appear

more blurry is a first indication for the enhanced hydrophilicity of the film, which promotes

the adsorption of water from the air and reduces the resolution. Although all dispersions

were printed shortly after redispersion to avoid aggregation, minor differences in the network

formation may be present due to the increased dispersion stability of TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5)

SWNTs in toluene.

Electrical characterization with ultrapure water and a Ag/AgCl microreference electrode

were performed as described in section 3.4.1 and as schematically shown in Figure 4.3. Prior

to any other measurements, 10 consecutive linear transfer sweeps at a drain voltage of −0.1 V

and a medium integration time of 20 ms were completed on each device to reach a steady

state, as shown in Figure 4.5. With every sweep the on-currents increase, indicating that the

films became more and more hydrated and the electrolyte ions infiltrate the network more

thoroughly. Especially for the hydrophilic TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs this effect is very

pronounced and may even produce a slight swelling of the films, which on this level might
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Figure 4.4: AFM images of aerosol-jet printed (6,5) SWNT networks (5 × 5 µm2). a)
Thick and c) thin films of PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs. b) Thick and d) thin films of TEG-PF-
BPy/(6,5) SWNTs.

be beneficial for the device performance.

After conditioning, output characteristics were measured in a gate and drain voltage range of

0 to −0.8 V (see Figure 4.6) with a long integration time of 150 ms. For small drain voltages,

the devices show well-defined linear behavior, which indicates an Ohmic contact between

the nanotube networks and the gold electrodes. At high drain voltages around −0.6 V a

distinct saturation regime is reached and only minor current hysteresis is observed for the

ECT with TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs. Direct comparison of identical device dimensions

and similar film thicknesses show that the maximum drain currents are significantly higher

for the SWNT networks with hydrophilic wrapping-polymer.
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Figure 4.5: Conditioning of ECTs in ultrapure water with a) PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT and b)
TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT thin films by performing ten consecutive linear transfer sweeps.

Figure 4.6: Representative output characteristics of water-gated transistors with thin films
of a) PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and b) TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs.

Next, the saturation transfer characteristics were recorded at VD = −0.6 V, again by scanning

slowly with an integration time of 150 ms. Representative transfer curves and the calculated

transconductances of devices with equal geometries and thin and thick films are depicted in

Figure 4.7. Note that the data was normalized to the L/W ratio for better comparison. In

general, the hydrophilic TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT films (blue) outperform the hydrophobic

PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT films (red) with higher on-currents and peak transconductances. The
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increase in transconductance is up to 8-fold and is accompanied with a shift of the maximum

towards lower gate voltages. Averaging the normalized peak values of the eight devices from

the best substrate yields a transconductance of 51 µS, which is roughly 4 times higher than

the average for the reference devices (see Table 4.1 in chapter 4.6) and also much higher in

comparison to recently reported values for SWNT network ECTs of 0.44 µS. (13)

Figure 4.7: Channel dimension-normalized transfer characteristics (solid lines) and
transconductances (dotted lines) of ECTs with a) thin and b) thick PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT
(red) and TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT (blue) films.

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter (section 4.1), the impact of the active ma-

terial on the normalized transconductance is defined by the product of their charge carrier

mobility and the volumetric capactance µC∗. Therefore, an increase in ECT performance

upon altering the material originates from an increase of one or both of these factors. Similar

to the influence of hydrophilic ethylene glycol side chains on polymer ECTs, an improved

volumetric capacitance is to be expected here. The mobility of SWNT networks is mostly

determined by the network density, the chirality and the number of nanotube junctions, (58,65)

all of which should remain constant upon performing a polymer exchange. However, a hypo-

thetical way to affect the mobility would be a reduced charge screening, which could enable

higher mobility pathways deep within the network, to become conductive.

In the following sections, the effect of the hydrophilic side chains onto the device character-

istics is investigated in more detail to determine whether the above mentioned expectations

are met.
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4.4 Electrochemical Photoluminescence Quenching

An effective way to gain insight into the electrochemical or electrostatic doping of SWNT

networks is to investigate photoluminescence quenching and trion emission in the near-

infrared. (17,114,250) For that purpose, a separate batch of transistors was fabricated with

interdigitated source-drain electrodes (see Figure 3.2c, W/L ratio of 10 000 µm/20 µm =

500), with a large gold side gate but without an electrode passivation layer. Comparable

film thicknesses of ≈ 20 nm of TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs

were aerosol-jet printed. The devices were operated with ultrapure water in a gate voltage

range of 0.5 to −1.0 V and a fixed source-drain bias of −0.1 V. After every gate voltage step,

an equilibration time of 5 min was kept before acquiring a PL spectrum and recording the

drain currents. The obtained data is visualized in Figure 4.8 as gate voltage-dependent plot,

together with the as-measured spectra and normalized to the E11 peak.

With increasing hole accumulation in the nanotube networks at higher negative gate volt-

ages, a clear PL quenching is observed for both materials, but is more pronounced for the

hydrophilic TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs. While a small fraction of the E11 emission remains

for the reference samples with PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs even at −1.0 V, the E11 intensity

for the hydrophilic counterpart drops down close to the noise level at that point. However,

the most striking difference is noticeable in the normalized spectra (Figure 4.8c,f), where a

distinct trion emission peak emerges for the films with hydrophilic wrapping-polymer. Be-

ing a charged exciton, trions can only form when free charge carriers are present within the

network. Evidently, a better hydration of the TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT films allows the

electrolyte ions to completely penetrate the network and gate of the entire semiconductor.

Ultimately, the hole accumulation is enhanced, which leads to both larger source-drain cur-

rents and stronger PL quenching.

Additional evidence that the more efficient water gating is enabled by the hydrophilicity of

the tetraethylene glycol side chains is gained by comparison with ionic liquid ([EMIM][FAP])

gated PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT networks, (17,250) where complete PL quenching and pronounced

trion emission was reported. Considering the very efficient gating of the SWNT networks in

these reports with comparably much larger ions renders any possible influence of the polymer

side chains on the morphology of the nanotube networks (i.e. pore size) unlikely. Since the
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Figure 4.8: Gate voltage-dependent PL quenching of PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (top row, red)
and TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (bottom row, blue) in ECTs with ≈ 20 nm film thickness
and a drain bias of VD = −0.1 V. (a, d) Drain currents (solid circles) and normalized
E11 PL emission (open squares) during a gate voltage sweep from 0.5 V to −1.0 V. (b,
e) Development of the PL spectra under bias. (c, f) Gate voltage-dependent PL spectra,
normalized to the E11 transition.

data in Figure 4.8 was obtained after a long equilibration time, faster ion diffusion through

the network can also be excluded as a possible explanation of the trends.

4.5 Capacitance Determination by Electrochemical

Impedance Spectroscopy

The enhanced transconductance values and the increased charge accumulation in the gated

PL measurements are indicators for a larger volumetric capacitance as a consequence of the
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polymer exchange to the hydrophilic TEG-PF-BPy. After the conditioning and acquisition

of transfer and output curves, network capacitances were obtained from electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) by applying a sinusoidal voltage modulation of 10 mV with a

frequency of 1 Hz in a bias range of 0 to −1 V (see chapter 3.4.1). The thickness-normalized

capacitance values are plotted against the gate voltage in Figure 4.9 for thick an thin films

of TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (blue) and PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (red).

Figure 4.9: Gate voltage-dependent capacitances normalized by thickness and corrected
for parasitic capacitances (off-capacitances were subtracted) as extracted from impedance
measurements with a modulation of 10 mV rms at 1 Hz, for (a) thick and (b) thin films.

Note that despite the SU-8 passivation, a small parasitic capacitance was measured in the

transistor’s off-state around 0 V, which was substracted from the data to obtain the capaci-

tance of the SWNT film. One can clearly see a steep rise in capacitance over several orders

of magnitude with increasing negative gate voltages, as holes are accumulated in the net-

work. The capacitance reaches a plateau when the network is fully charged and defines the

maximum capacitance of the film. The maximum capacitances of the hydrophilic samples

were significantly higher than the hydrophobic ones, regardless of the film thickness. After

thickness normalization it becomes evident that in both cases, thicker SWNT layers are

unfavorable for high volumetric capacitances. Although being viewed as open and highly

porous material, (10) effects like charge screening and anisotropic charge transport prevent

complete volumetric charging and hence the capacitance from scaling linearly with more

layers. An average volumetric capacitance for the different sets of devices was determined
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in Figure 4.10a by plotting the extracted maximum capacitances against the geometric film

volumes and fitting linearly through the origin.

The total interfacial capacitance between the nanotubes and the electrolyte is composed of

the intrinsic quantum capacitance (53) of the one-dimensional nanotubes and the double-layer

capacitance. Since the quantum capacitance is defined by the nanotube’s band structure

which remains unaltered upon polymer exchange, only the double-layer capacitance is af-

fected by the more hydrophilic side chains.

An effect that is well understood is the influence of increasing ion concentration in the elec-

trolyte, which leads to a decreased Debye length because the ions pack more closely to the

nanotube surface and the double layer capacitance is enhanced. (55,180) Although the quantum

capacitance is much smaller and dominates the interfacial capacitance(see equation (2.18)),

a larger double layer capacitance leads to an increase of the overall interfacial capacitance.

As the applied gate voltage remains constant, a larger double layer capacitance increases the

voltage fraction that drops across the quantum capacitance, indirectly increasing its value.

A similar effect seems to occur when adding the tetraethylene glycol side chains, which act

as ion coordination sites and allow the electrolyte ions to arrange closer at the nanotube

surface, hence boosting the capacitance.

4.6 Device Performance

To compare the device performance and especially the capability of the newly developed

TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT networks with state-of-the-art polymers, the figure of merit

µC∗ is used. Typically, this product is extracted from a double logarithmic plot of peak

transconductance in the saturation regime against the channel dimensions and operation

conditions (165) as plotted in Figure 4.10b. According to equation (2.17) the product µC∗ can

be determined directly by fitting the data points linearly with a slope of 1 and extracting

the y-intercepts. It follows:

µC∗ = 10y−intercept. (4.1)

This graphical representation is very suitable to compare different ECT materials, because
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it separates them according to their performance in terms of µC∗ from top to bottom.

Here, thick an thin films are treated like different materials, as the devices do not scale

linearly with film thickness, as already observed in the capacitance measurements. In Figure

4.10b, data sets from different film thicknesses of the PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (red) and the

TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs (blue) are symbolized by triangles (thin) and circles (thick) and

connected by arrows. Evidently, the nanotube networks with the hydrophilic side chains of

the TEG-PF-BPy surpass the hydrophobic references significantly both for thin and thick

networks. In general, thinner films are beneficial for the device performance and exhibit

much higher µC∗ values and transconductance. The obtained µC∗ values can be found in

the summarizing Table 4.1.

Figure 4.10: a) Net capacitances (on-values minus off-values) as a function of film volume
for the determination of the volumetric capacitance of PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT (red) and
TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT (blue) networks. b) Saturation peak transconductance values
against channel geometry and operation voltages for the extraction of the figure of merit
µC∗ utilizing the y-intercepts of the linear relation.

Thin films of TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs achieved the best ECT performances and gave a

µC∗ value of (219 ± 16) F cm−1 V−1 s−1, which is one order of magnitude higher than the

best performing thin films of PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs with (21 ± 2) F cm−1 V−1 s−1. This

brings nanotube networks close to the figures of merit that are reached by the best-performing

semiconducting polymers. For example, the glycolated polythiophene p(g2T-TT) was the

benchmark material for ECTs for a long time with a µC∗ value of 261 F cm−1 V−1 s−1, which

was only recently surpassed by one of its derivatives with a value of 522 F cm−1 V−1 s−1,
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based on an optimized side chain distribution.

The hole mobilities can be calculated by dividing the µC∗ value, extracted from the fit in

Figure 4.10b, by the C∗ value, obtained from the fit in Figure 4.10a (µfit). Alternatively, one

can calculate the mobilities directly from equation (2.17), using the peak transconductance

and C∗ values from the transfer characteristics and EIS measurements (µcalc). The averaged

µcalc values and the µfit values overlap within one standard deviation and are comparable

to previously reported values for (6,5) SWNT networks. (65) The mobilities are presented in

Table 4.1 together with a summary of all extracted data. The volumetric capacitances of

SWNT networks even with hydrophilic side chains are still inferior to those of glycolated

polymers but due to intrinsically higher hole mobilities, decent µC∗ values are reached.

Both the more hydrophilic wrapping-polymer as well as thinner films are beneficial to reduce

charge screening within the networks which is reflected by larger mobility values. Altogether,

thin films of carbon nanotubes with hydrophilic wrapping-polymer outperform those with

hydrophobic wrapping-polymer significantly and constitute a high transconductance material

for ECTs in bioelectronics.

Table 4.1: Metrics for ECTs with Thin and Thick PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT and TEG-PF-
BPy/(6,5) SWNT films: film thickness, volumetric capacitance C∗, normalized maximum
transconductance gm, figure of merit µC∗, hole mobility µfit from linear fits in Figures 4.10
and 4.9 and µcalc from transfer characteristics; the data was averaged over eight devices with
different W/L ratios for each film thickness and wrapping-polymer.

polymer/
SWNT hybrid

film
thickness

(nm)

C∗

(F cm−3)
norm. gm

(µS)
µC∗

(F cm−1 V−1 s−1)
µfit

(cm2 V−1 s−1)
µcalc

(cm2 V−1 s−1)

PFO-BPy/
(6,5) SWNT

31 ± 5 1.4 ± 0.1 5.3 ± 1.5 2 ± 1 1.4 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.2

13 ± 3 5.4 ± 0.4 13.0 ± 2.2 21 ± 2 3.9 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.7

TEG-PF-BPy/
(6,5) SWNT

52 ± 13 5.7 ± 0.5 42 ± 16 19 ± 3 3.3 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 1.1

6 ± 1 13 ± 1 51 ± 6 219 ± 16 16.8 ± 1.8 15.4 ± 2.8
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4.7 Long-Term Stability

A common flaw of well-performing benchmark polymers in OECTs is their low stability

under bias stress. With SWNTs being an inherently robust material, (251) the device stability

was tested both in terms of operational stability in purified water and when exposed to

PBS as a blood serum-like electrolyte. For that purpose, similar devices with respect to

channel dimension and film thickness but also to the measurement history were employed.

All stability measurements were performed after the above-mentioned transfer, output and

capacitance measurements.

The long-term stability was investigated by switching the ECTs with a 20 s period, a gate

voltage of −1 V and a duty cycle of 50 % (i.e. 10 s on/off). A constant drain bias of

−0.1 V was applied and the drain currents after 3 min of equilibration monitored over 160 min

are shown in Figure 4.11 for devices with PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs and TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5)

SWNTs.

Figure 4.11: Time evolution of the drain currents at VD = −0.1 V while switching between
−1 V(on) and 0 V(off) gate voltage with 10 s pulses as a measure of the long-term stability
of a) PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT and b) TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT ECTs.

While in the beginning, the sample with hydrophilic film exhibits consistently higher currents

compared to the hydrophobic counterpart, the performance drops drastically within the first

hour of operation and the device breaks down completely over the course of the experiment.

In contrast, the reference device shows a moderate device stability and the current only

drops down to 75 %, which is similar to the values that are reached for previously reported
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SWNT sensors (13) or the benchmark polymer p(g2T-TT), (176) however not competitive with

recent developments with up to 98 % current retention. (167)

For glycolated polymer ECTs, the device stability is strongly linked to the hydrophilicity of

the employed materials, which leads to swelling of the films and thus morphological changes

during device operation that are harmful for charge transport. A similar effect might play a

role for polymer-wrapped SWNTs with hydrophilic side chains, in a way that SWNTs lose

contact and percolation paths are interrupted.

Figure 4.12: Conditioning with diluted PBS as the electrolyte to assess the biostability of
ECTs. Comparison of devices with PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs in a) ultrapure water and b)
1 mM PBS versus TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs in c) 1 mM PBS and d) 5 mM PBS.

The stability of the SWNT films towards serum-like electrolyte with high ionic strength was

investigated on devices that were based on the layout used for the PL quenching experiments
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(sections 3.3.1 and 4.4). Starting from ultrapure water followed by a 1 mM and a 5 mM PBS

solution, the transistors were conditioned by ten consecutive transfer sweeps, respectively.

Figure 4.12 shows that while the PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT device breaks down within a few

transfer sweeps in 1 mM PBS, the TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNT ECT remains stable and shows

remarkably steep transfer characteristics. However, already in 5 mM PBS, it also starts to

degrade. When measuring the apparently more stable samples with hydrophilic SWNT films

directly and only in 1 mM PBS, the devices were still not stable enough to allow for a com-

plete electrical characterization.

Despite SWNTs being a chemically stable and in general durable material, both the long-

term stability and the biocompatibility in serum-like electrolytes appear surprisingly poor.

The applied operating voltage of −1 V is relatively high for ECTs with aqueous electrolytes

and the stability could potentially increase for a narrower gate voltage range. However,

this increase in stability would also result in a decreased transconductance and thus per-

formance, since the peak transconductance lies around a gate voltage of −1 V. Reasons

for the instabilities caused by the presence of the sodium, potassium and chloride ions in

the PBS remain unclear and have not been investigated futher in this work. However, by

comparing the degradation effect in PBS to the long-term stability tests in ultrapure wa-

ter, it can be concluded that the devices that were exposed to PBS must follow a different,

additional degradation mechanism, since the channel becomes more conductive with every

measurement instead of breaking down.

4.8 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter discussed the influence of the wrapping-polymer of aerosol-jet printed (6,5)

SWNTs onto the performance of water-gated ECTs. A large increase in peak transconduc-

tance and volumetric capacitance was achieved by exchanging the wrapping-polymer PFO-

BPy, which possesses hydrophobic alkyl side chains, with a derivative featuring hydrophilic

tetraethylene glycol side chains. The enhanced ion coordination is not only reflected by

higher capacitances and transistor metrics, but a more thorough electrochemical doping was

confirmed by in situ PL spectroscopy. Although the improved volumetric capacitances of

the nanotube films do not reach those achieved with polymer semiconductors, good µC∗
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values were obtained, owing to the nanotubes’ inherently large charge carrier mobility. The

highest figure of merit was found for thin films of up to 10 nm of TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5) SWNTs

with (219 ± 16) F cm−1 V−1 s−1, thus outperforming thin PFO-BPy/(6,5) SWNT films by

an order of magnitude and advancing into ranges that make SWNT networks a competi-

tor to state-of-the-art polymers. The long-term stability of the reference samples in this

work showed comparable voltage cycling durability to previously reported SWNT based

sensors. (13,14) However, both the long-term stability of the hydrophilic TEG-PF-BPy/(6,5)

SWNTs as well as the stability in PBS of all samples was unexpectedly low. For polymers

in ECTs usually the introduction of hydrophilic side chains leads to instable device opera-

tion due to swelling of the films. (252) Whether or not this is a possible explanation also for

the instabilities in SWNT networks could be studied using electrochemical quartz crystal

microbalance with dissipation monitoring (E-QCMD), similarly to polymer ECTs. (173,253)

Many further improvements could be applied to the herein examined SWNT networks, like

switching to larger diameter nanotube species (65) or by the creation of aligned networks with

even higher carrier mobilities. (80)
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Chapter 5

Artificial Synapses with Ion-Gel-Gated

SWNTs

This chapter reports on slow ion diffusion in

SWNT networks as mechanism for electro-

chemical artificial synapses and neuromorphic

computing.
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5.1 Introduction

In contrast to transistors with binary switching that require a high current on/off-ratio,

much more precision is needed for artificial synapses and neuromorphic devices to fine

tune the output current (i.e. the conductance) over hundreds of well separated and dis-

tinguishable levels. Artificial synapses are able to mimic the highly efficient and parallel

computing mechanisms of the brain. Similar to synaptic connections in the brain which

become stronger when participating in computing events, artificial synapses return a cur-

rent that depends on the history of previous switching events. For this functionality, new

organic electronic devices are being developed to potentially replace large and complex sil-

icon circuits by energy-efficient single devices, that would revolutionize machine learning

and artificial intelligence. In this newly and highly interdisciplinary research field, new

materials and concepts are of interest. So far, the challenge of developing single-device

artificial synapses has been approached by exploiting numerous materials and various pro-

cesses with very different properties, such as localized conductive filament formation, (215) ion

migration, (210,217,218) charge-trapping-based switching, (219–222) light-assisted reactions (223–225)

or electrochemical redox-based switching. (18,164,226) The latter shows the most promising re-

sults and can be considered as state-of-the-art, featuring polymers like PEDOT:PSS, (164,206)

P3HT (205) or p(g2T-TT) (231) as the active materials. In these devices, the basis on which

synaptic functions such as short-term plasticity (STP), long-term plasticity (LTP) or spike-

timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) are reproduced is the slow movement of electrolyte ions

through the active material. A lot of development in recent years led to reports of highly

controlled and reversible electrochemical doping of said polymers. (18,232) These advances re-

sulted even in the first demonstrations of pattern recognition with crossbar arrays (133,232,233)

and practical neuromorphic applications in robots. (231)

Another possible material for such applications are SWNTs, as they are highly suitable

for electrolyte-gated applications as discussed in the previous chapters. So far, vertically

aligned CVD-grown SWNTs have been explored which showed memristive switching, how-

ever not for the purpose of implementing synaptic functions. (254,255) Furthermore, circuits

of SWNT transistors have been employed as neuromorphic system but not on the single-

device level. (134) Additional reports on neuromorphic devices with SWNTs focused mainly
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on charge-trapping (134) or light-assisted reactions as mechanisms. (256) A basic model of a

spiking neuron using electrolyte-gated SWNTs was successfully reported which was able to

mimic the integrate-and-fire mechanism of a biological neuron. (257) This system was further

developed to instead implement synaptic functions like LTP and STDP, however without

showing STP or the transition from STP to LTP. (258) The latest development of single-device

SWNT artificial synapses was reported for back-gated SWNT networks on a silicon surface,

making use of the large hysteresis of those devices. (133) However, the performance was ham-

pered by the use of unpurified material with up to 10 % metallic nanotubes.

A very controlled electrochemical doping has also been reported for random SWNT networks,

however in the context of electrochromic devices, (17) where the absorption characteristics of

(6,5) SWNTs could be tuneed – depending on the charge accumulation in the network – pre-

cisely and reversibly on well-defined levels by pulsed operation. This system offers a great

basis for the use as artificial synapse and as neuromorphic device. The electrochromic de-

vices featured dense aerosol-jet-printed semiconducting (6,5) SWNT films, which were gated

by an ion-gel as electrolyte and airbrush-sprayed semiconducting/conducting TUBALL™

SWNT networks as gate material.

Building one these electrochromic devices, this chapter demonstrates controlled electrochem-

ical doping of (6,5) SWNT films by pulsed operation, which leads to synaptic behavior owing

to the slow ion diffusion through the dense SWNT networks. Thus, the goal was to intro-

duce SWNTs as promising new active material for electrochemical artificial synapses and

potentially for neuromorphic computing.

In the following sections, first examples of electrochemical artificial synapses with (6,5)

SWNTs as active material and TUBALL™ SWNTs as gating material are investigated.

5.2 Device Layout

The device architecture used here was adapted from previously studied electrochromic notch

filters, (17) where the geometry and resulting electric fields were optimized to control the level

of electrochemical doping of a semiconducting (6,5) SWNT film very precisely. Identical

to the electrochromic devices, the samples in this chapter are based on a three-terminal

electrode pattern with two parallel stripes for the source and drain and a relatively small side
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gate that were deposited via standard photolithography onto a glass substrate (see Figures

5.1 and 3.2). A large U-shaped film of mixed metallic/semiconducting TUBALL™ SWNTs

was airbrush-sprayed onto the gate pad and a dense network of purely semiconducting (6,5)

SWNTs was aerosol-jet-printed into the channel area. To finish the devices, an ion-gel

composed of the polymer P(VDF-HFP) and the ionic liquid [EMIM][FAP] was spin-coated

as the electrolyte. The two AFM images in Figure 5.1 show the morphology of the SWNT

films. One can see the very regular network from the monochiral (6,5) SWNTs with similar

tube lengths in the lower image and above the broad diameter and length distribution of the

TUBALL™ SWNT film, where the longest tubes tend to curl up, while smaller tubes fill up

the pores.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the artificial synapse design and measurement setup with a channel
length of 400 µm and a channel width, determined by the printed area of (6,5) SWNTs, of
roughly 1200 µm. Thick networks of airbrush-sprayed TUBALL™ SWNTs and aerosol-jet-
printed (6,5) SWNTs (AFM images) are gated with an ion-gel containing [EMIM][FAP] as
the electrolyte. An analogue switch allows for pulsed operation and open-circuit condition.

This type of device was able to mimic synaptic functions, by viewing the applied gate voltage

as the action potentials of the presynaptic neuron, the drain voltage as the activity of the

postsynaptic neuron and the resulting drain current (or conductivity level) as the synaptic
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strength between the two neurons.

In order to create synaptic behavior, which builds on the slow ion diffusion through the

SWNT networks, the devices were operated with gate pulses and open-circuit condition in

between pulses to gradually tune the potential between the gate and the channel, and thus

precisely control the electrochemical doping. As indicated in the circuit in the schematic

in Figure 5.1, an analog switch was used for that purpose, which was custom-built by the

electrical workshop of the Institute for Physical Chemistry (see Figure 3.5) and could be

controlled by a waveform generator.

Figure 5.2: Linear transfer characteristics of the artificial synapses measured at a medium
integration time of 20 ms and a step size of 0.01 V (corresponding to 0.5 V s−1) for a) thin
(10 nm) and b) thick (30 nm) (6,5) SWNT films. The arrows indicate the direction of the
sweep and hysteresis.

The ion diffusion strongly depends on the film thicknesses of the employed airbrush-sprayed

TUBALL™ and the aerosol-jet-printed (6,5) SWNT network. For a normal transistor a

fast ion diffusion is desirable, since a decelerated ion diffusion leads to slower switching

speeds and ultimately to a pronounced current hysteresis. While keeping the thickness of

the TUBALL™-gate constant around 100 nm, the thickness of the (6,5) SWNT network

was increased from 10 nm to around 30 nm by increasing the ink concentration for printing.

In the linear transfer characteristics that were acquired with a medium integration time of

20 ms a substantial increase in hysteresis could be observed when going from thin to thick

films, as shown in Figure 5.2. The arrows highlight the direction of the hysteresis, which
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runs clockwise for the hole current and counter-clockwise for the electron current. While

the origin of hysteresis in ECTs is not fully understood and can be the result of different

effects, (259) this behavior indicates a slower ion diffusion. The fact that the ions cannot

follow the electric field fast enough anymore becomes evident especially when looking at the

behavior around a gate voltage of −2 V, where the drain current keeps increasing for a short

time even upon sweeping back to the off-regime.

Unlike for a standard transistor, this hysteresis is a desired effect, as it allows to implement

synaptic learning and computation mechanisms, as investigated in the following chapters.

5.3 From Short- to Long-Term Plasticity

The human brain is able to both compute and store information using a single mechanism:

the plasticity of synapses. According to current understanding, synaptic plasticity is divided

into STP that is mainly important for computation processes and LTP that is mostly respon-

sible for learning and memorizing. (260) Each regime is attributed certain synaptic functions

but there is a smooth transition between them.

One of the most basic functions of organic synapses associated with STP is paired-pulse

facilitation (PPF), describing the short-term potentiation (i.e. increased synaptic strength)

upon the arrival of two presynaptic spikes in quick succession. This behavior was very well

imitated by the fabricated artificial SWNT synapses as shown in Figure 5.3a. While ap-

plying a constant drain bias of 0.1 V and two subsequent gate pulses of 1.5 V with a pulse

width of 2 s and a period of 5 s, short current spikes could be triggered that dropped down

to the noise level shortly after the gate pulses ended. Additionally, the second current spike

was significantly larger (≈ 133 %), which translates into an increased synaptic strength that

was programmed by the first pulse. By monitoring the gate voltage during the measurement

(Figure 5.3a, top, blue), one can see the steady decrease of the open-circuit potential (OCP)

after the applied pulse, which corresponds to a slow dedoping of the (6,5) SWNT network.

However, upon the arrival of the second pulse, the ions are not fully equilibrated again and

can diffuse deeper into the SWNT network. Therefore, the conductance of the channel de-

pends on the history of previous gate pulses, which mimics the behavior of real synapses

well and is the basis for further synaptic functionalities.
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Another important step is the transition from STP to LTP, which describes the process of

prolonged state retention and the formation of memory caused by a repeated stimulation. (261)

Whether or not this transition is correctly displayed for the artificial synapses comprising

SWNT networks was tested in a similar approach as for the PPF but instead of two dis-

tinct pulses, a series of 21 pulses was applied to the gate while monitoring the drain current

(synaptic strength) and the OCP. Figure 5.3b clearly shows that with every gate voltage

pulse, the drain current spikes higher and thus the conductivity of the (6,5) SWNT network

increases, while at the same time, the states are getting more and more stable. Furthermore,

the OCP stabilizes faster and at a higher level with every voltage pulse. This indicates that

ions are penetrating the SWNT networks only partially within the short time of each voltage

pulse but enter deeper and deeper layers of the network where their diffusion is slowed down

continuously. As the time for the ions to equilibrate and leave the networks again increases,

this leads to improved state retention and thus LTP.

Figure 5.3: a) Short-term plasticity of artificial SWNT synapse representing the typical
paired-pulse facilitation of a biological synapse. The blue curve on the topside shows the
monitored gate voltage and the red curve below is the measured drain current. b) Transition
from short-term to long-term plasticity by repeated stimulation over 21 identical gate pulses.
With increasing pulse number, the measured currents are retained for longer time spans under
open-circuit conditions.
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5.4 Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity

A biological mechanism investigated in neuroscience that is closely related to STP but takes

place on a more fundamental level is STDP. (196) By means of this mechanism the com-

munication between neurons in the brain is described in a more elaborate manner and it

explains how synaptic connections are selectively strengthened but also weakened. The de-

cision whether the connection to a neighboring neuron should become stronger or weaker

depends – as the name of the mechanism suggests – on the timing of the input. All inputs

that arrive prior to a computation event of a neuron are causally linked and are classified

as causal spikes. Synaptic connections to neurons that send causal spikes are strengthened

(potentiation) and the closer in time the spike is received, the stronger the connection be-

comes. On the other hand, the synaptic strength to neurons that send inputs arriving too

late to be part of the computation process (anticausal spikes) is decreased (depression). For

spikes that arrive closely after the event, this depression is more pronounced.

In order to mimic STDP with the artificial SWNT synapses used in this work, both gate

(presynaptic) and the drain (postsynaptic) voltages were applied as pulses. Figure 5.4a

shows the applied pulse series and the current response in the synchronous case, were the

presynaptic input and the postsynaptic output happen at the same time. In contrast to the

previous measurements with continuous drain voltage the current response features sharp

spikes that vanish immediately after the applied voltage pulses end instead of displaying

slowly decaying states. Other than that, the learning behavior is identical and with every

computation event, the synaptic strength increases.

The instabilities of the OCP between source and drain during the first few pulses (Figure

5.4a, green) may be attributed to the filling of volatile trap states within the (6,5) SWNT

network. To exclude this effect from the STDP characteristics, the source current response

of the 5th pulse was taken as the reference. The effect of the spike timing on the plasticity

was studied by shifting the series of source-drain voltage pulses by a small time interval

∆t in positive and negative direction relative to the gate voltage series. The response of

the system around the 5th pulse is depicted in Figure 5.4b as the excitatory postsynaptic

current (EPSC) against the time shift. The EPSC is calculated by – and normalized to – the

current of the synchronous case I0 and the current after the time interval I∆t according to
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Figure 5.4: a) Operation of artificial SWNT synapses with synchronized drain (green, 0.1 V
to OCP) and gate pulses (blue, 1.5 V to OCP) with corresponding source current (red). The
source current the negative of the drain current, which however could not be measured in
this configuration. STDP can be mimiced by changing the spike-timings by ∆t. b) STDP
characteristics evaluated for the 5th pulse in percent (normalized to the synchronous case,
see equation inside the graph) by shifting the voltage sequences from a) in time.

EPSC = (I∆t − I0)/I0. The normalization yields a percentage value relative to the reference

pulse. Since ∆t is defined as ∆t= tD − tG, where tG is the timing of the presynaptic gate

pulse and tD the timing of the postsynaptic drain pulse, negative ∆t values correspond to

anticausal spikes and positive values to causal spikes. In good agreement with the response

of the biological counterpart (see Figure 2.11), the artificial synapse shows potentiation and

depression for anticausal and causal spike timings, respectively. In addition, the response

of the system is stronger for smaller time shifts and decreases when the pulses arrive with

larger time gaps, correctly mimicking the behavior of the biological system. Note that

only the qualitative response matches, since the magnitude of the signals in biological and

artificial systems is completely different. While biological synapses conduct currents of pA,

the SWNT synapses exhibit several tens of µA and conducting polymers several hundreds of

µA. (18,231) Additionally, when comparing the timescales, the response of an artificial SWNT

synapse in this work is roughly ten times slower than a biological one. (262) Furthermore, the

potentiation and depression in Figure 5.4 follows an approximately linear function, rather
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than approaching the axes asymptotically like a natural synapse. (263) This discrepancy is

a result of the slow ion diffusion inside the dense SWNT networks, which on the other

hand is a prerequisite to achieve long-term potentiation as discussed in the previous section.

Therefore, depending on the application, this trade-off needs to be optimized, for example

by adjusting the film thickness of the (6,5) SWNTs.

In conclusion, artificial synapses comprising electrochemically doped semiconducting (6,5)

SWNTs and mixed conducting/semiconducting TUBALL™ SWNTs feature basic synaptic

mechanisms like STP and LTP while also being capable of displaying more complex and

fundamental synaptic characteristics like STDP.

5.5 Controlled Potentiation and Depression for

Neuromorphic Computing

Artificial synapses and their ability to simulate biological computation mechanisms are in-

vestigated as building blocks for new computation hardware beyond classical silicon tech-

nology. (19,200,228,264) However, the requirements for artificial synapses when trying to mimic

the biological system as closely as possible are very different, if not contradicting to the

requirements that must be fulfilled in order to work as a component for a functioning neuro-

morphic computing chip. (19) Especially the volatile character of biological/artificial synapses

and their way of computation like for example the transition between STP and LTP is not

compatible to state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms on silicon-based artificial neural

networks (ANNs). Instead, long-term memory is necessary to prevent the loss of information

or ambiguous results. For artificial synapses to be able to replace silicon circuits in ANNs

in a non-von-Neumann approach, they need to meet very strict specifications.

As summarized in chapter 2.3.3, an ideal neuromorphic computing device must be switchable

over a large range of well-distinguishable conductance states in a very controlled way. Con-

trolled switching implies linear and symmetric conductance steps both towards higher and

lower conductance states, meaning that the steps are equidistant regardless of the history

of previous switching events. Throughout the whole switching range, the conductance levels

must be as stable as possible in time and the power consumption for every switching event
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should be as low as possible, preferably as energy-efficient as the brain (< 1 fJ) (19,265). Note

that these characteristics need to be achieved with identical presynaptic gate voltage pulses

to allow for a "blind" and parallel update of synaptic weights when implemented in an ANN

array.

Figure 5.5: a) Optimized operation voltages and timings for a controlled, linear (inset) and
symmetric potentiation and depression. Unsymmetrical depression for the same device when
applying b) too small and c) too large negative presynaptic gate voltage pulses.

Many of the above-mentioned criteria are interdependent, making it difficult to find the op-

timal parameters for device fabrication but also device operation. The applied voltages and

pulse timings were optimized for the best trade-off between linearity, symmetry, retention

time and the number of conductance states. In Figure 5.5a one can see the optimized be-

havior, where a postsynaptic potential of −0.01 V was chosen to monitor the conductance

states. First, a potentiation was triggered by 50 presynaptic pulses of −1.5 V with a period

of 1 s and a duty cycle of 5 % (50 ms). After that, the system was left for 30 s at open-circuit

condition to assess the state retention, followed by a depression over 50 pulses of −0.3 V with

a pulse period of 1 s and a duty cycle of 1 % (50 ms). For this presynaptic input, the post-

synaptic output, represented by the drain current, shows that the artificial SWNT synapses

can be potentiated and depressed in a very controlled way. The conductance changes lin-

early over the majority of the total range of the device (see inset Figure 5.5a). This linearity

can be observed for both the potentiation and depression, leading to a very symmetric on-
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and off-switching over 50 applied pulses, respectively. Only slight changes in the applied

potentials triggered completely different responses as shown in the examples in Figure 5.5b

and c. There, the potentiation branch is not shown but was identical to the experiment in

a). The depression in b), when applying 0 V instead of −0.3 V, discharged the (6,5) SWNT

network rapidly and within a few pulses (roughly 80 % within the first 5 pulses). In contrast

to that, when applying −0.5 V over 50 pulses, the network was not fully discharged and the

system stabilized with a drain current of around 5 µA. The fact that subtle changes in the

operation voltage have such a dramatic effect on the device response leaves a narrow margin

for batch-to-batch and device-to-device variations which are a common problem in organic

electronics especially with printing and airbrush deposition techniques.

Being intended to mimic biologic synaptic behavior, the state retention of the first few states

was very poor (STP), which becomes visible in the inset in Figure 5.5, but stabilized after

completing all 50 pulses (LTP). The highest drain current state lost only approximately 1 %

of its initial value over 30 s, which surpasses the stability of many reported systems (218,223,266)

but is still far less stable than state-of-the-art electrochemical devices with a 0.04 % change

over 24 h. (19) The energy consumption per switching event is calculated according to equa-

tion (2.19) and lies for the potentiation with presynaptic pulses of −1.5 V and pulse widths

of 50 ms in the µJ–nJ regime for the highest and lowest conductance states, respectively.

At least 5 times lower energies are needed for the depression because of the lower potential.

While this is still a large power consumption and far from the pJ regime that is reached

by the brain there are still a lot of options for improvements. A possible strategy to lower

the energy consumption would be to shrink the device dimensions (19) of the herein studied

bulky prototypes, which would be necessary for integration into arrays in any case.

A major difference to state-of-the-art artificial synapses with for example PEDOT:PSS is the

semiconducting nature of the (6,5) SWNTs used in this work. Employing a semiconductor in

theory offers more energy efficiency, since all devices that are not addressed remain off and

carry no currents, reducing the power dissipation in an idle state drastically. However, the

fact that linear switching and stable conductance states of (6,5) SWNTs are only reached for

the highest conductances, where a lot of training is necessary to reach them, limits the en-

ergy efficiency. Additionally, being able to operate devices with conductive polymers around

their charge neutrality point has been shown to be essential for stable and well-defined con-
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ductance state programming. (18)

Overall, the electrochemical SWNT synapses fulfilled the required specifications only partly

and in different regimes. A good linearity was mainly given in intermediate conductance

states, while a considerable state retention was only given for high conductance states. Sym-

metric potentiation and depression was possible but only for optimized voltages and pulse

timings. The given conductance range and signal-to-noise ratio was sufficient to program 50

very well distinguishable conductance states, which could be extended further depending on

the application.

However, improvements would be needed to transfer the herein investigated electrochemical

SWNT synapses to suitable neuromophic computing components. This would require a de-

velopment away from the synaptic behavior with the transition from STP to LTP and the

resulting STDP mechanism, toward a stable state retention over a large range of conductance

states. Two possible ideas to improve the state retention are passivation of electrodes to re-

duce parasitic capacitances and electrical conditioning to reach more stable device operation.

These two approaches are briefly investigated in the next section.

5.6 Electrode Passivation and Conditioning

As already discussed in chapter 4, both the passivation of electrodes to reduce the influence

of parasitic capacitances as well as electrical conditioning of devices have a large impact

on the behavior of the investigated systems (or ECTs). Parasitic capacitances are very

likely to affect the state retention negatively, as they are able to withdraw charges from the

(6,5) SWNT and the TUBALL™ SWNT networks when switching to OCP, which results in

volatile conductance states. The largest contributing parasitic capacitance are the bare gold

electrodes which in the prototypes in the previous sections were in direct contact with the

ion-gel. Similarly to the approach in the previous chapter, this electrode area was passivated

by an insulating photoresist (i.e. SU-8) through an additional photolithographic step in the

device fabrication. As shown in the optical microscope and SEM images in Figure 5.6a and

b, the SU-8 layer was patterned after the deposition of the SWNT films, leaving a small

contact area at the source and drain electrodes uncovered to ensure that also the SWNTs in

contact with the electrodes are properly gated.
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Figure 5.6: a) Optical microscope and b) SEM images of SU-8-passivated electrodes. c)
Gate voltage sequence for the electrical conditioning of artificial SWNT synapses. The red
dotted line indicates open-circuit condition.

In addition to this passivation, the electrical measurements were complemented by a thor-

ough electrical conditioning of the devices prior to each measurement. During the first few

voltage cycles, the charge accumulation inside the SWNT networks is enhanced due to the

electrolyte ions penetrating deeper into the porous SWNT networks, as discussed previously

for the water-gated ECTs. Removing ions that are coulombically bound to charges on the

nanotubes located deep within the SWNT networks occurs on much longer timescales than

for ions from the outer layers. This would imply that conductance states that are pro-

grammed after conditioning should be persistent. With that in mind, the transition from

STP to LTP and the much better state retention for high conductance states that is visible

in Figure 5.5a might be partially a conditioning effect. Therefore, performing conditioning

prior to each measurement could increase the state retention in general. For this purpose,
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the voltage sequence in Figure 5.6c was cycled over night, switching the devices on and off

in mostly −0.5 V gate voltage steps with a maximum of −1.5 V.

Finally, the passivated and conditioned devices were tested primarily for their ability to re-

tain a programmed conductance state. A simple experiment was chosen for that purpose,

consisting of two identical gating steps with a gate voltage of −1.5 V over more than 120 s,

each followed by at least 120 s of open-circuit condition. Over the course of this experiment

the drain current was monitored as shown in Figure 5.7a, where the open-circuit phase is

shaded in light blue. The light red curve showing the device behavior prior to the condi-

tioning indicates that the SU-8 passivation alone already had a positive effect on the state

retention, since the current only dropped by about 0.2 % within 120 s instead of up to 1 %

within 30 s as it was the case without passivation. Surprisingly, during the second open cir-

cuit step the current even increased slightly. This effect was significantly more pronounced

after the overnight conditioning as illustrated by the dark red curve. In both the first and the

second open-circuit step after the conditioning the current kept increasing significantly by

about 5 % of the value after the programming step. Overall, the current range was extended

by the conditioning by up to 50 %, indicating that the (6,5) SWNT network was much more

thoroughly gated and apparently better infiltrated by the electrolyte ions.

Figure 5.7: State retention measurements of SU-8-passivated artificial synapses before and
after electrical conditioning with two identical gating and open circuit steps. Resulting drain
current for a) mixed TUBALL™ SWNTs and b) semiconducting (6,5) SWNTs as the gate
material.
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So far, the reason for the current increase upon switching to open-circuit remains unclear

but is a crucial effect to understand, because after programming a specific synaptic strength,

neither a conductance decrease nor an increase but a stable state retention is required.

Probably, this effect stems from the complex morphology and electronic landscape of the

TUBALL™ SWNT network with many different nanotube lengths and diameters as well as

the intermixing of conducting and semiconducting nanotubes.

A first step to achieve more insight into the device dynamics and the contributions of the

employed components was to reduce the complexity of the system by exchanging the spray-

coated mixed network of TUBALL™ SWNTs acting as the gate electrode with an aerosol-jet

printed (6,5) SWNT network of equal thickness. This way, the system was reduced to only

semiconducting nanotubes and one SWNT chirality. Apart from that, the device fabrication

was identical and the obtained samples were tested again before and after an overnight

conditioning with respect to their state retention. Three major differences can be observed in

Figure 5.7b, which shows the current response for an all-(6,5)-SWNT artificial synapse. First,

the overall current range is significantly lower than for the devices with mixed TUBALL™

SWNT gates. Second, the conditioning effect is marginal and third, the state retention during

the open-circuit phase is much worse. This indicates that the TUBALL™ SWNT film is

a key component for the synaptic devices in general and needs to be investigated in detail

to be able to optimize it specifically for a stable state retention. A theoretical explanation

for the improved state retention and the susceptibility to conditioning of the TUBALL™

films could be electron traps. There is evidence, that TUBALL™ SWNTs exhibit higher

defect densities than other SWNT materials. (267,268) It is also likely, that the complex energy

landscape from the various nanotube diameters leads to trapping sites, especially at the

interfaces between metallic and semiconducting species. Filling these electron traps via

electrical conditioning prior to measurements could be the reason for a larger current range

compared to unconditioned devices. Since trapped charges require energy to detrap and

become mobile, they might have a stabilizing effect also on the electrolyte ions, which could

explain the improved state retention. However, the increasing currents during open circuit

phases are still a peculiar phenomenon, that requires more experimental and theoretical

input to be explained.
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5.7 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter electrochemical transistors with an ion-gel-gated semiconducting (6,5) SWNT

network in the channel and a mixed semiconducting and metallic TUBALL™ SWNT network

as the gate have been investigated as prototypical artificial synapses and their viability for

neuromorphic computing has been assessed. The emulation of basic synaptic functions like

STP or LTP and the transition between them as well as fundamental learning mechanisms

like STDP have been demonstrated. The behavior of biological synapses was reproduced

qualitatively, although the time scales of the processes of the artificial synapses were about

10 times slower. An easy way to improve the switching speed and device response drastically

is scaling down the device dimensions, especially the channel length. A miniaturized device

architecture would also reduce the high energy consumption on the order of nJ, which is

essential for implementation in an array configuration for vector-matrix multiplication.

Artificial carbon nanotube synapses showed promising behavior for the use as neuromorphic

devices, like linear and symmetrical potentiation and depression over a large conductance

range. However, the artificial synapses exhibited mostly volatile behavior, that is necessary

to mimic functions of biological synapses such as STP and STDP. To be able to constitute

a viable alternative to state-of-the-art neuromorphic polymer devices (18) the state retention

has to be improved significantly. For that, it was shown that the interplay between the two

nanotube networks and the ion-gel has to be investigated in more detail and a more elaborate

passivation of parasitic capacitances is helpful. Passivation is especially important when

moving to array configurations, where cross-talk between devices could become an issue.

Furthermore, it was observed that a mixture of semiconducting and conducting nanotubes

as gating material (i.e. TUBALL™ SWNTs) is favorable for the state retention instead

of purely semiconducting nanotubes. Additionally, the electrical conditioning of artificial

synapses was introduced as an important tool to achieve less volatile conductance states.

The great research interest in electrochemical doping/dedoping of conducting polymers has

led to remarkably well-defined and controlled switching around their charge neutrality point,

which explains their success in neuromorphic applications. (18,19,206,231) A major difference and

potentially decisive advantage of semiconducting SWNTs over conducting polymers as the

active material of electrochemically driven artificial synapses or neuromorphic devices is the
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theoretically lower power consumption in a later application. Semiconducting SWNTs are

initially non-conducting and only specific devices in an array would become conductive with

training, leading to low currents and low energy dissipation. Vice versa, conducting polymers

(e.g. PEDOT:PSS) always carry comparably large currents on the order of hundreds of

µA. (18,231)

In conclusion, ion-gel-gated networks of (6,5) SWNTs as active material with TUBALL™

SWNTs as gating material have been shown to perform well as artificial synapses. For

their application as neuromorphic devices, more detailed insights into the ion diffusion in

connection with the TUBALL™ SWNTs is required to understand the decaying or increasing

conductivity of the (6,5) SWNT network under open-circuit conditions.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Outlook

This chapter summarizes the findings of this

work and addresses open questions that need

to be answered in future studies.
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The early days of carbon nanotube research were focused on harnessing the highly desired

properties of this nanomaterial in basic devices such as field-effect transistors. For this pur-

pose, purification, synthesis and processing methods were heavily researched. By now, the

field has reached a state, where many purification methods as well as processing techniques

are well-established and SWNTs have proven to be a high-performance material for vari-

ous electronic components. Additionally, customized functionalization routines have been

developed that enable tuning the electrical and optical properties of SWNTs for specific ap-

plications.

SWNTs also offer great potential (flexibility, stretchability) for applications in bioelectron-

ics, in particular for sensors based on water-gated transistors. Owing to the high selectivity

towards semiconducting nanotubes, polymer-wrapping of SWNT raw material is the ar-

guably most suited chirality-sorting method for transistor applications. However, standard

wrapping-polymers like PFO-BPy with alkyl side chains are inherently hydrophobic. While

this provides stability in organic solvents, it also limits the interaction of SWNTs with

aqueous electrolytes. One way of functionalizing and altering the properties of this hybrid

material after the purification and selection process is the polymer exchange method devel-

oped and utilized in recent years. (113,114) Using this approach, in combination with a polymer

that features hydrophilic oligoethylene glycol side chains instead of alkyl side chains, a more

hydrophilic polymer/SWNT hybrid was created and investigated in the first part of this

work.

Dispersions of (6,5) nanotubes wrapped with TEG-PF-BPy showed improved colloidal sta-

bility in toluene, which was monitored by time-dependent PL spectroscopy. This side-effect

is beneficial for device fabrication and device reproducibility. SWNTs with hydrophobic and

hydrophilic wrapping-polymer were then incorporated as active material in water-gated elec-

trochemical transistors via aerosol-jet printing. Electrical characterization of these devices

showed a significant performance increase due to the pegylation, which was caused by a

larger volumetric capacitance of the more hydrophilic films. The attached ethylene glycol

side chains provide coordination sites for the hydronium and hydroxide ions, promoting a

more efficient electrochemical doping and thus a higher effective capacitance of the SWNT

layer.

Further evidence for the improved charging was gained from in situ PL spectroscopy as a
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measure for the degree of electrochemical doping. The pegylated films showed enhanced

charge accumulation by more pronounced PL quenching and considerable trion emission.

The performance of both SWNT materials for the use in ECTs was assessed by extracting

the product of charge carrier mobility and volumetric capacitance. Thin networks of up to

10 nm of the newly created hydrophilic polymer/SWNT hybrid yielded the best metric with

(219 ± 16) F cm−1 V−1 s−1. This value constitutes an improvement compared to PFO-BPy

polymer-wrapped SWNTs by an order of magnitude and matches those reported for state-

of-the-art semiconducting polymers with optimized side-chains.

These findings are an important step towards high-performance ECTs based on SWNTs, but

nevertheless some open questions remain to be answered. An important issue to address is

the poor device stability observed so far. Both the long-term stability and the operation

with serum-like electrolytes of higher ionic strength were unexpectedly poor and the reasons

for that could not be resolved yet. The pegylated SWNTs exhibited a much worse dura-

bility against voltage cycling than the reference samples. In contrast to that, they showed

improved stability in buffer solution, but unfortunately, still insufficient for applications in

bioelectronics. The stability in polymer ECTs is usually limited by the swelling of the poly-

mer films, which negatively affects the charge transport. (174) A common tool to monitor the

water uptake and swelling are E-QCMD measurements. (252,253) To which extend swelling is

also an issue for the herein investigated SWNT networks could be estimated by performing

such measurements. Furthermore, the long-term stability could benefit from lower opera-

tion voltages to reduce the bias stress. For that purpose, a shift of the transconductance

maximum towards lower gate voltages could be achieved by appropriate (contact)doping

or different electrode materials. Additionally, more polymers with different side chains or

side chain lengths that are even more hydrophilic should be tested to explore the possible

limits and find an optimum. The polymer exchange method (i.e. the amount of exchanged

polymer) should be further quantified and optimized to get more control over the process.

The second part of this thesis contributes to the new field of brain-inspired computing by in-

troducing slow ion diffusion in electrolyte-gated SWNT networks as a possible approach for

the development of artificial synapses and neuromorphic devices. For this purpose, thick

networks of aerosol-jet printed semiconducting SWNTs were ion-gel-gated using a thick
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airbrush-sprayed network of both semiconducting and metallic SWNTs as the gating ma-

terial. Pulsed operation of these devices in connection to an analog switch resulted in the

successful emulation of synaptic functions such as short-term, long-term and spike-timing-

dependent plasticity.

Optimizing the applied voltage pulses and their timing resulted in controlled potentiation

and depression of the devices, which is promising for neuromorphic computing. The conduc-

tance levels changed linearly and symmetrically over a large range, which are two desired

properties for neuromorphic devices. Additionally, a good state retention was observed for

the highest conductance states.

The largest discrepancies to the biological counterparts were a much larger power consump-

tion of the artificial synapses and a roughly one order of magnitude slower response time.

Both issues could be resolved by downscaling of the device dimensions from the millimeter-

sized prototypes down to the micrometer range.

In order to be viable for neuromorphic computing applications, the state retention for lower

conductance states has to be improved significantly. For this purpose, as found in this work,

the prevention of parasitic capacitances, e.g. by passivation of the electrode area, is essential.

Furthermore, the ion diffusion inside mixed semiconducting and metallic SWNT networks

has to be studied in detail, as it plays an integral role for a non-volatile device operation.

Deeper insight could be gained from moving-front experiments similarly to the ion diffusion

experiments in polymers. (169,269) In this context, different ion-gel compositions with varying

content of the ionic liquid and different ionic liquids should be tested.

The possible areas of SWNT applications are still expanding due to extensive studies over

the last decades. In that sense, the findings presented here are a contribution towards car-

bon nanotube based bioelectronis and brain-inspired computing, two emerging technologies,

relying on materials beyond silicon, with increasing importance and impact.
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